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Why	Plan	for	Non-Motorized	Transportation?	

The	goal	of	this	Girard,	Kansas	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	
Master	Plan	is	to	improve	the	quality	of	life	for	all	residents.	
While	most	people	will	recognize	the	need	and	benefits	of	
this	type	of	policy,	others	may	feel	skepticism	toward	
spending	money	on	bicycle	and	pedestrian	infrastructure,	
believing	the	money	should	be	spent	on	other	community	
needs.	These	concerns	are	reasonable	and	will	be	addressed	
in	this	section.		

Spending	money	on	bicycle	and	pedestrian	facilities	is	a	
wise	investment	by	the	City	of	Girard	and	the	Kansas	
Department	of	Transportation	(KDOT)	because:	

• It	is	the	right	thing	to	do;	

• It	will	improve	the	health	of	Girard	citizens	and	

reduce	healthcare	costs;	and	

• It	can	decrease	the	demand	on	local	automobile	

infrastructure,	diminishing	transportation	costs	and	

congestion.	

The	development	of	the	Girard	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	
Master	Plan	has	been	funded	by	the	City	of	Girard	and	Live	
Well	Crawford	County.	Live	Well’s	vision	is	"Making	the	
healthy	choice	the	easy	choice	for	Crawford	County.”		

Creating	opportunities	for	people	to	be	more	active	will	
help	Live	Well	reach	its	goal	of	improving	the	health	of	the	
people	of	Girard.	However,	more	than	that,	on	a	
fundamental	level,	building	and	maintaining	bicycle	and	
pedestrian	facilities	is	simply	the	right	thing	to	do.		

Today,	in	most	American	communities,	traveling	by	any	
means	other	than	an	automobile	is	difficult	and	dangerous.	
This	is	due	in	part	to	transportation	policies	in	the	past	60	-	
70	years,	which	have	focused	on	moving	automobiles,	
rather	than	moving	people.	Bicyclists	and	pedestrians	were	
marginalized,	while	moving	vehicles	from	one	place	to	the	
next	as	fast	as	possible	took	precedence.	Through	this	
Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan,	we	hope	to	bring	the	
focus	back	to	moving	people.	

Girard	pedestrians	heading	north	
in	the	crosswalk	at	South	Summit	

Street	and	Forest	Avenue.	
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When	sidewalk	infrastructure	
exists,	but	is	narrow,	dilapidated,	
or	intermittent,	pedestrians	often	
will	just	choose	to	walk	in	the	

roadway.	

One	hundred	years	ago,	it	would	have	been	unprecedented	
for	a	government	or	private	developer	to	build	a	street	
without	meeting	the	needs	of	pedestrians.	Today,	this	
practice	has	become	commonplace.	Unfortunately,	this	
leaves	many	Kansans,	who	cannot	drive,	to	negotiate	the	
busy	streets,	while	their	transportation	needs	remain	
unmet.	

Although	it	may	be	hard	to	imagine,	a	substantial	portion	of	
the	population	uses	another	means	of	transportation	
besides	an	automobile.	Whether	they	are	too	young,	cannot	
afford	to	drive,	have	a	physical	or	mental	disability	that	
prevents	driving,	or	have	lost	their	ability	to	drive	due	to	
complications	of	aging,	there	are	many	Kansans	who	do	not	
drive	for	a	variety	of	reasons.			

Sadly,	these	residents	are	left	with	few	options.	They	must	
rely	upon	others	(who	are	not	always	available)	for	
transportation,	or	navigate	busy,	dangerous	streets.	Girard	
pedestrians	and	wheelchair	users	can	be	seen	on	the	streets	
wedged	between	fast	moving	automobiles	and	the	curb;	or,	
their	presence	is	made	clear	by	trampled	grass	alongside	
major	roads.		

Beyond	the	fundamental	question	of	mobility,	many	people	
who	currently	drive	would	prefer	to	drive	less.	Some	people	
are	motivated	out	of	a	concern	for	their	health,	the	
environment,	the	need	to	save	money,	or	because	they	
think	it	is	fun.	Whether	they	want	to	replace	all	of	their	trip	
or	only	a	portion	with	walking	and	bicycling,	they	are	more	
likely	to	do	so	when	it	is	convenient	and	safe.		

As	aforementioned,	building	a	bicycle	and	pedestrian	
network	is	simply	the	right	thing	to	do.	Our	federal,	state,	
and	local	governments	are	in	the	business	of	providing	a	
transportation	network	for	their	citizens.	This	includes	
everyone;	automobile	drivers,	pedestrians,	wheelchair	
users,	and	bicyclists.	All	forms	of	transportation	need	to	be	
considered	when	building	infrastructure.		
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Improved	Health	and	Reduced	Healthcare	Costs	

The	United	States	is	facing	a	public	health	crisis	caused	by	a	
population	that	is	increasingly	sedentary.	Much	of	that	
sedentary	behavior	can	be	linked	to	the	overuse	of	the	
private	automobile,	and	it	begins	with	children	being	driven	
to	school.		

In	1969,	about	50	percent	of	American	children	walked	or	
rode	a	bicycle	to	school,	but	by	2001	that	number	had	
dropped	to	just	13	percent	(Safe	Routes	to	School	National	
Partnership,	2012).	Even	worse,	half	of	children	who	live	
within	½	of	a	mile	(10-minute	walk	or	less)	are	driven	to	
school!	(Safe	Routes	to	School	National	Partnership,	2012)		

Many	adult	residents	also	are	making	trips	in	their	
automobiles	that	could	be	made	by	foot	or	bicycle.	For	
example,	of	trips	that	are	less	than	one-mile,	over	two-
thirds	are	taken	by	private	automobile		(League	of	American	
Bicyclists,	2010).	The	automobile	is	a	wonderful	device	that	
allows	us	travel	to	destinations	our	great-grandparents	may	
have	never	thought	possible;	but	its	overuse,	especially	for	
short	distances,	is	leading	to	severe	health	consequences.		

Obesity	truly	has	become	an	epidemic	in	the	United	States.	
Currently,	the	State	of	Kansas	is	ranked	as	the	19th	most	
obese	state,	with	30	percent	of	the	population	obese.	(Trust	
for	America's	Health,	2014).	In	2013,	over	one-third	of	
Crawford	County	was	obese	(Environment,	2015).	While	the	
percentage	of	obese	residents	in	Crawford	County	has	
decreased	since	2011,	it	is	still	above	the	Healthy	People	
2020	target	for	adults,	which	is	30.6	percent.		

Obesity	increases	the	risk	for	many	chronic	diseases	such	as	
diabetes,	heart	disease,	hypertension,	blood	lipid	disorders,	
and	some	types	of	cancers	(Centers	for	Disease	Control,	
2012).	All	of	these	obesity	effects	raise	the	already	
staggering	cost	of	healthcare	in	the	State	of	Kansas.	In	fact,	
in	2010,	total	healthcare	costs	to	treat	obesity	related	
disease	in	Kansas	were	over	$5	billion	(Health,	2012).	If	the	
obesity	trends	continue	unabated,	the	costs	could	be	as	
much	as	$5.6	billion,	crippling	the	Kansas	economy	(Health,	
2012).	These	figures	do	not	even	include	other	costs	such	as	
the	loss	of	productivity	at	work	by	unhealthy	employees.	
The	health	complications	of	obesity	are	tremendous,	and	

The	United	States	is	facing	a	public	
health	crisis	caused	by	a	population	

that	is	increasingly	sedentary.	Much	of	
that	sedentary	behavior	can	be	linked	

to	the	overuse	of	the	private	
automobile.	
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the	amount	of	preventable	human	suffering	is	heart	
breaking,	but	there	is	something	we	can	do	about	it.	

Our	sedentary	lifestyle	and	reliance	on	the	automobile	have	
no	doubt	contributed	to	these	healthcare	costs.	The	Girard	
Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan	will	design	streets	to	
make	physically	active	transportation	safe,	enjoyable,	
affordable,	and	convenient,	helping	to	address	the	obesity	
epidemic.	

We	are	rewarded	with	a	substantial	return	on	investment	
when	we	build	facilities	that	encourage	and	support	
bicycling	and	walking.	For	example,	the	American	Heart	
Association	found	that	for	every	$1.00	spent	on	a	walking	
and	bicycling	trail,	the	community	saves	over	$3.00	in	
healthcare	costs.	Figures	like	these	are	powerful.	
Nonetheless,	it	sometimes	can	be	hard	for	policy	makers,	
like	City	Council	members,	to	incorporate	them	into	the	
development	of	city	budgets.	While	everyone	wants	people	
to	be	healthy,	those	healthcare	costs	are	borne	by	the	
individual,	their	insurance	company,	their	employer,	or	the	
federal	or	state	government--not	usually	the	government	
entity	paying	to	build	the	trails.		

However,	more	employers	are	realizing	the	benefits	and	
importance	of	a	healthy	community	for	their	business.		If	
the	average	citizen	in	Girard	is	less	healthy	than	the	average	
citizen	elsewhere,	then	employers	will	face	increased	
healthcare	costs	and	decreased	productivity	if	they	build	in	
Girard.	In	fact,	estimates	indicate	that	an	obese	employee	
costs	his	or	her	employer	approximately	an	additional	
$2,500	per	year	(Graham,	2005).	This	price	tag	could	cost	a	
city	new	employment	opportunities.	

According	to	the	2010	census,	Crawford	County	had	a	
population	of	20,233.	As	previously	cited,	nearly	35	percent	
of	Crawford	County’s	adult	population	was	obese	in	2013.	
Given	that	obese	employees	are	projected	to	cost	their	
employers	an	extra	$2,500	annually	over	that	of	other	
employees,	Crawford	County	employers	are	spending	
approximately	$174,500	in	additional	costs	annually.	Given	
these	obesity	statistics	and	the	fact	that	only	about	16	
percent	of	Crawford	County	adults	participate	in	some	kind	
of	moderately	intense	aerobic	physical	exercise	or	perform	
muscle-strengthening	activities	weekly,	increasing	the	

Every	$1.00	spent	on	bicycling	and	
walking	trails	results	in	a	savings	of	

$3.00	in	healthcare	costs.--
American	Heart	Association	

The	Girard	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	
Master	Plan	will	design	streets	to	

make	physically	active	
transportation	safe,	enjoyable,	

affordable,	and	convenient,	helping	
to	address	the	obesity	epidemic.	
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health	of	the	people	in	Girard	is	everyone’s	responsibility	
and	should	be	on	everyone’s	list	of	concerns.		

To	appreciate	fully	the	effect	an	increase	in	bicycling	and	
pedestrian	infrastructure	can	have	on	the	health	of	Girard	
residents;	let	us	imagine	a	resident	who	uses	the	new	
bicycle	and	pedestrian	facilities	to	change	their	life.		

Imagine	a	Girard	resident	who	lives	near	the	Dollar	General	
and	works	at	the	Girard	Animal	Hospital.	For	years,	this	
employee	has	driven	to	work	every	day	and	never	
considered	using	their	bicycle	for	transportation.	One	day,	
they	use	a	new	trail	in	town,	and	it	rekindles	the	love	of	
bicycling	that	they	remember	from	their	childhood.	Then,	
on	their	drive	to	work,	they	begin	to	notice	new	bicycle	
lanes	and	sharrows	along	the	street.	Soon,	the	idea	hits	
them	that	they	could	enjoy	their	new	favorite	recreational	
activity	on	the	way	to	work,	and	they	begin	bicycling	the	2.1	
miles	(4.2	miles	roundtrip)	to	work	most	days	of	the	week.		

This	individual	typically	drives	to	and	from	work	in	
approximately	5	minutes,	but	after	beginning	to	bicycle	it,	
the	trip	length	increases	to	10	minutes.	Therefore,	their	
new	vehicle	choice	has	added	10	minutes	to	their	daily	
commute,	but	they	have	gained	20	minutes	a	day	of	
cardiovascular	exercise.	Forty	minutes	of	daily	exercise	will	
reduce	their	risk	of	heart	disease,	stroke,	diabetes,	certain	
types	of	cancer,	and	other	ailments.	In	addition,	it	is	helping	
them	maintain	a	healthy	weight	by	burning	as	many	as	120	
calories	per	day.	Assuming	their	caloric	intake	remains	the	
same,	they	could	lose	over	8-pounds	in	the	first	year	of	
bicycling.		

Reduced	Costs	for	Transportation	

Simply	put,	anytime	a	Girard	resident	decides	to	walk	or	
ride	a	bicycle	instead	of	drive,	it	saves	the	City	of	Girard,	
and	its	taxpayers,	money.	Every	time	a	driver	in	Kansas	
purchases	a	gallon	of	gasoline,	he	or	she	pays	two	types	of	
tax:	a	state	tax	(24	cents	per	gallon)	and	a	federal	tax	(18.4	
cents	per	gallon).	In	addition	to	these	fuel	taxes,	drivers	also	
pay	license	and	registration	fees	and	personal	property	
taxes	on	their	automobiles.	While	these	taxes	have	built	
and	repaired	thousands	of	miles	of	roads	and	bridges	over	
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A	parent	and	child	prepare	to	
cross	street	near	the	school.	

the	years,	they	do	not	provide	enough	revenue	to	maintain	
or	enhance	the	entire	road	network.	

Driving	a	car	is	a	heavily	subsidized	activity.	For	every	dollar	
in	user	fees	that	someone	pays,	society	pays	another	dollar	
to	operate	the	road	system.	That	is	because,	even	though	
the	fees	might	seem	expensive	to	the	motorist,	the	cost	to	
move	and	store	automobiles	is	enormous.	A	nonpartisan	
initiative	of	the	Pew	Charitable	Trust	called	"Subsidyscope"	
examined	the	extent	to	which	driving	an	automobile	is	
subsidized.	It	analyzed	all	user	fees	and	all	of	the	non-user	
fees	that	also	fund	roads,	such	as	sales	taxes,	income	taxes,	
and	property	taxes,	and	it	found	user	fees	fund	only	51	
percent	of	road	and	highway	costs.	

Some	trips	are	more	expensive	to	a	community	than	others	
are.	Trips	during	pronounced	peak	demand	times	(like	
school	pick-up	and	drop-off)	are	more	expensive	than	
others	that	have	more	varied	time	demands	on	the	road	
network.	Constructing	roads	to	meet	the	peak	traffic	
demand	is	the	principle	force	behind	road	expansion	and	
other	congestion	mitigation	efforts.	For	those	reasons,	this	
Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan	has	focused	heavily	on	
the	area	around	the	public	schools.	

Allowing	people	to	replace	automobile	trips	with	bicycle	
and	walking	trips	will	reduce	the	strain	on	the	road	
network,	and	will	result	in	substantial	long-term	savings	to	
the	taxpayers	of	Girard.		

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Allowing	people	to	replace	
automobile	trips	with	bicycle	and	
walking	trips	will	reduce	the	strain	
on	the	road	network,	and	will	result	
in	substantial	long-term	savings	to	

the	taxpayers	of	Girard.	
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Girard	community	members	listen	to	
Martha	Murphy,	Chairperson	for	

Live	Well	Crawford	County,	present	
the	Girard	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	
Plan’s	vision	and	goals	before	

submitting	their	project	ideas	during	
the	September	23,	2015	public	

meeting.	

Methodology	

The	citizens	of	Girard,	Kansas	primarily	guided	the	
development	of	the	Girard	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	
Plan.	A	15-person	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Plan	Advisory	
Committee	was	created	to	directly	oversee	the	plan’s	
development,	and	to	offer	suggestions	and	feedback	during	
development.	In	addition,	the	public’s	suggestions	were	
collected	via	a	website	that	was	online	throughout	the	
project	length	and	during	two	public	meetings.	

Advisory	Committee	

Martha	Murphy,	the	Chairperson	for	Live	Well	Crawford	
County,	headed	up	the	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Plan	Advisory	
Committee.	These	individuals	provided	the	key	guidance,	
recommendations,	and	edits	to	the	plan.	The	Committee	
met	twice	with	PedNet	staff	during	the	project’s	length:	
November	2015	and	December	2015.	During	each	meeting,	
specific	sections	of	the	plan	were	discussed	and	feedback	
received.	

The	General	Public	

The	general	public’s	input	was	collected	via	two	public	
meetings;	one	held	on	September	23,	2015,	and	a	second	
meeting	held	in	January	2016.	At	the	first	meeting,	the	
Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Plan	Advisory	Committee	assisted	
the	PedNet	team	in	facilitating	tabletop	discussions	during	
which	the	public	could	offer	their	project	ideas	by	drawing	
directly	on	a	map.	At	the	final	public	meeting,	the	draft	plan	
was	unveiled	and	final	comments	collected.	In	addition	to	
the	public	input	meetings,	a	project	website	was	created	
where	comments	were	collected	and	analyzed	during	the	
project	period.	

Data	Collection	

Information	was	collected	from	a	variety	of	sources.	The	
City	of	Girard	Police	Department	provided	crash	data.	The	
Kansas	Department	of	Transportation	(KDOT)	provided	local	
traffic	counts.	The	City	of	Girard,	KDOT,	and	the	State	of	
Kansas	provided	digital	mapping	resources	and	aerial		
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photography.	

Field	reconnaissance	and	surveys	were	used	to	map	the	
following	information:	

• Location,	design,	building	material,	and	Americans	
with	Disabilities	Act	(ADA)	condition	of	existing	
sidewalks	along	selected	arterial	streets;  	

• Location	of	schools,	parks	and	other	attractors	for	
bicycle	and	pedestrian	traffic;	

• Location	of	areas	with	non-residential	land	uses;	
• Location	of	public	lands,	streams,	railways,	and	

flood	plain	areas	for	potential	trail	sites;	and	
• Location	of	future	sidewalk	and	trail	projects.	

Road	width,	sidewalk	condition,	and	location,	as	well	as	the	
gathering	of	speed	data	from	several	key	roads	in	Girard	
rounded	out	the	data	gathered	for	completion	of	the	plan	
herein.	

The	Girard	Community	

Founded	in	April	of	1868	by	Dr.	Charles	Strong,	the	City	of	
Girard,	Kansas	is	located	at	the	center	of	Crawford	County.	

The	U.S.	Census	of	2010	shows	Girard	with	a	population	of	
2,789	people.	There	were	1,080	households,	and	710	were	
family	households	of	which	313	had	children	under	the	age	
of	18	years.	The	average	family	size	was	2.97.	48.4%	of	
family	households	were	wife-husband	families;	4.1%	were	
male	householders	with	no	wife	present;	and	13.2%	were	
female	householders	with	no	husband	present.	There	are	
370	nonfamily	households.	
	
The	median	age	for	Girard	is	39	years	with	48.2%	male	and	
51.8%	female.	78.5%	of	the	population	is	16	years	and	over;	
75.1%	is	18	years	and	over;	72.0%	is	21	years	and	over;	
22.3%	is	62	years	and	over;	and	18.7%	is	65	years	and	over.		
	
The	racial	composition	of	the	population	of	Girard	was	
94.4%	White,	1.8%	African	American,	0.8%	Alaska	Native	or	
American	Indian,	and	.2%	Asian.	Hispanic	or	Latino	of	any	
race	accounted	for	2.7%	of	the	total	population.	

The	2010	Census	shows	that	there	
were	2,789	people	living	in	Girard	
with	48.2%	males,	51.8%	females,	
and	a	median	age	of	39	years	old.	

Founded	in	April	of	1868	by	Dr.	
Charles	Strong,	the	City	of	Girard,	
Kansas	is	located	at	the	center	of	

Crawford	County.	
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For	the	measurement	period	of	2009	-	2013,	the	Healthy	
Communities	Institute	has	maintained	poverty	data	
obtained	by	the	American	Community	Survey,	which	
indicates	that	20.6%	of	people	in	Crawford	County	live	
below	the	poverty	level,	while	21.6%	of	Crawford	County’s	
children	live	below	the	poverty	level.	Further,	within	that	
same	five-year	period,	the	American	Community	Survey	
shows	that	9.6%	of	Girard’s	households	had	no	vehicle	
available,	and	3.5%	of	the	community’s	workers	over	the	
age	of	16	walked	to	work;	facts	which	may	have	some	
correlation	for	Girard’s	lower	income	sector.		

Education	

Schools	are	significant	attractors	for	pedestrian	and	bicycle	
traffic.	The	City	of	Girard	is	home	to	Girard	Unified	School	
District	248	(USD	248),	which	includes	R.	V.	Haderlein	
Elementary	School,	Girard	Middle	School,	and	Girard	High	
School.	The	district	currently	serves	1,043	students	with	
43%	of	them	being	bused	to	school	and	48%	qualifying	for	
free	and	reduced	lunches.	

Parks,	and	Government	Owned	Land	

Parks	and	recreation	facilities,	community	centers,	libraries,	
and	city,	state,	and	federal	offices	also	are	locations	that	
attract	bicycle	and	pedestrian	activity.	Vacant	government	
land	may	be	a	site	for	future	trails,	because	it	is	
undeveloped,	and	its	potential	development	is	likely	to	be	
unopposed.	Locating	and	mapping	these	community	
resources	was	completed	using	digital	tax	parcels,	field	
investigation,	and	data	provided	by	the	City	of	Girard.		

Topography,	Creeks,	and	Flood	Plains	

Digital	resources	from	the	City	of	Girard	and	the	State	of	
Kansas	were	used	to	map	the	streams,	flood	plains,	and	
topography	in	the	Girard	area.	A	digital	elevation	model	
(DEM)	provided	the	base	data	for	the	examination	of	the	
elevations	and	slopes.		

Winston	Park	in	Girard,	Kansas	

Girard	High	School	
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Streets	and	Highways	

The	City	of	Girard	provided	a	digital	map	of	its	streets.	
Attributed	with	the	functional	classification	of	the	roadway	
along	with	the	agency	responsible	for	maintenance,	other	
information,	such	as	traffic	counts	and	the	location	of	
signalized	intersections,	was	included	on	the	map	to	give	a	
complete	inventory	of	the	area’s	roadway	system.	

	

	

	

Map	One:	Natural	Features	
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Patterns	of	Land	Uses	

The	arrangement	of	land	uses	in	a	community	relates	
directly	to	the	transportation	networks	available	and	the	
suitability	of	the	land	to	support	those	uses.	Residential,	
commercial,	and	industrial	uses	have	location	preferences	
based	on	the	need	for	access	or	other	qualities.		

Residential	uses	make	up	the	majority	of	the	land	area	in	
most	communities.	Residential	areas	are	less	land	intensive,	
consume	more	land,	avoid	flood	plains,	and	tend	to	be	
located	in	areas	separated	from	major	roadways	and	the	
associated	traffic	noise.	Within	the	residential	district	are	
the	neighborhoods,	schools,	churches,	businesses,	and	
parks	that	directly	support	the	residential	neighborhoods.	

Commercial	uses	prefer	locations	with	immediate	access	to	
high-capacity	roadways	having	significant	traffic	volumes	
and	good	visibility	to	appeal	to	passing	motorists.		

Industrial	uses	frequently	require	access	to	a	regional	or	
interstate	highway	or	rail	service	to	distribute	manufactured	
goods,	and	to	receive	the	materials	needed	for	the	process	
of	manufacturing.	

Girard’s	development	has	been	in	a	linear	pattern	organized	
along	the	north/south	axis	of	Summit	Street/Highway	7	and	
east/west	axis	of	St.	John	Street/Highway	47.	The	majority	
of	its	residential	neighborhoods	are	concentrated	south	of	
St.	John	Street/Highway	47	and	west	of	Sinnett	Street,	and	
organized	by	a	grid	network	of	streets.	

The	grid	street	system	creates	multiple	four-way	
intersections	that	support	pedestrian	and	bicycle	travel	by	
maintaining	relatively	short	(<400	foot)	distances	between	
intersections.	This	provides	for	more	direct	routes	and	
shortens	both	distance	and	travel	times.	

	

	

	

The	grid	street	system	in	Girard	
provides	multiple	four-way	
intersections	that	support	

pedestrian	and	bicycle	travel	by	
maintaining	relatively	short	(<400	

foot)	distances	between	
intersections.	

Parks	like	the	one	pictured	above	
typically	support	a	community’s	

residential	district.	
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Map	Two	illustrates	the	relationship	of	the	industrial	and	
commercial	areas	of	Girard	to	the	highway	corridors.	

U.S.	Highway	47	(Hwy	47)	and	U.S.	Highway	7	(Hwy	7)	are	
the	major	regional	highways	connecting	Girard	with	Kansas	
City,	Missouri	to	the	north,	and	Joplin,	Missouri	and	Tulsa,	
Oklahoma	to	the	south	via	U.S.	Highway	69.	St.	John	
Street/Hwy	47	affords	access	to	the	downtown	area,	while	
Summit	Street/Hwy	7	provides	access	to	the	Court	House	
and	other	businesses.	

The	commercial	activity	in	Girard	is	mainly	located	along	St.	
John	Street/Hwy	47,	the	major	east/west	roadway,	and	
south	along	Summit	Street/Hwy	7.	The	downtown	is	home	

Map	Two:	Commercial	and	Industrial	Areas	
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to	federal,	state,	and	local	government	services,	offices,	
small	retail	shops,	and	restaurants.	The	intersection	at	
South	Summit	Street	and	West	Forest	Avenue	is	where	
many	businesses,	banks,	restaurants,	and	government	
agencies	are	located.	

The	industrial	areas	of	Girard	are	primarily	along	South	
Cherokee	Street	and	the	nearby	rail	lines	concentrated	in	
the	southeast	parts	of	the	community.		

Some	Preliminary	Conclusions	Based	on	the	Above	
Demographics	

• The	American	Community	Survey’s	5-year	Estimates	
for	2009	-	2013	established	that	a	mere	3.5%	of	
Girard’s	workforce	over	the	age	of	16	walked	to	
work,	although	the	mean	travel	time	to	work	is	just	
15.7	minutes.	Thus,	the	city	has	a	real	opportunity	
to	encourage	its	local	population	via	provision	of	
additional	walking	and	bicycling	amenities.	

• Since	9.6%	of	occupied	housing	units	had	no	
vehicles	available	to	them	from	2009	-	2013,	
improvements	to	Girard’s	walkability	and	bikeability	
will	provide	those	individuals	with	increased	access	
to	healthy	grocers,	employment,	education,	and	
opportunities	to	lead	healthy,	active	lives.		

• Crawford	County	has	6.9%	more	people	living	below	
the	federal	poverty	level	than	the	State	of	Kansas.	
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Classification	and	Definition	of	
Infrastructure	

The	language	within	this	plan	aligns	with	the	most	
commonly	used	national	definitions	and	classifications.	

Sidewalk:	a	paved	path	for	pedestrians	that	parallels	a	
roadway,	and	usually	exists	in	the	roadway’s	right-of-way.	
The	sidewalk’s	width	does	not	influence	its	designation.	

Sidepath/Pedway:	a	type	of	non-motorized	
transportation	facility	that,	like	a	sidewalk,	typically	parallels	
a	roadway	and	exists	in	the	roadway’s	right-of-way.		

Trail:	a	path	that	is	open	to	the	public	for	use	by	non-
motorized	transportation	users.	Trails	generally	exist	
outside	of	the	roadway	right-of-way.	Trail	width	does	not	
influence	its	definition.	

Bicycle	Lane:	a	roadway	section	designated	exclusively	for	
bicyclists’	use	via	striping	and	marking.	Bicycle	lanes	
normally	exist	on	the	outer	edges	of	a	roadway.	

Sharrow:	a	painted	symbol	placed	in	existing	traffic	lanes	
to	alert	motorists	that	bicyclists	may	be	using	the	full	lane.	A	
sharrow	by	itself	does	not	indicate	a	bicycle	boulevard.		

Bicycle	Boulevard:	a	low	speed,	typically	residential	
street,	which	gives	priority	to	bicyclists	by	allowing	through	
bicycle	traffic	and	local	automobile	traffic	only.	Many	have	a	
physical	barrier,	which	directs	motorists	off	the	roadway,	
while	allowing	bicyclists’	access.		

Note	about	Sidepaths/Pedways:	There	are	serious	safety	
considerations	with	providing	bicyclists’	facilities	along	an	
existing	roadway's	right-of-way.	The	“Guide	for	the	
Development	of	Bicycle	Facilities,	4th	Edition”	by	the	
American	Association	of	State	Highway	Transportation	
Officials	(AASHTO)	lists	14	ways	that	pathways	of	this	type	
may	increase	the	risk	of	bicycle/automobile	crashes.		

In	summary,	sidepaths	and	pedways	only	are	appropriate	
along	long	stretches	of	roadways	with	infrequent	driveways	
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and	intersections,	like	a	rural	highway.	In	most	cases,	they	
are	not	appropriate	for	city	streets.	Sidewalk	widening	only	
increases	the	potential	danger	to	bicyclists	by	allowing	them	
to	achieve	increased	bicycling	speeds.	For	those	reasons,	
this	type	of	facility	is	not	included	in	this	plan,	and	the	
PedNet	team	tends	to	discourage	the	use	of	wide	sidewalks	
as	substitutes	for	actual	trails.	

The	situation	surrounding	this	issue	is	even	more	serious	in	
Kansas,	as	the	state	has	an	antiquated	law	typically	referred	
to	as	a	“sidepath	law”.	This	law,	8-1589	(b),	states,	
“Wherever	a	usable	path	for	bicyclists	has	been	provided	
adjacent	to	a	roadway,	bicycle	riders	shall	use	such	path	and	
shall	not	use	the	roadway.”	

There	are	ways	to	create	safer	infrastructure	for	bicyclists	
that	exist	in	the	roadway	right-of-way.	For	example,	
“protected	bicycle	lanes”	are	being	built	across	the	United	
States.	These	are	bicycle	lanes	that	are	protected	from	
adjacent	traffic	by	bollards,	concrete	barriers,	floating	
parking,	or	other	means.	However,	these	protected	bicycle	
lanes	require	extensive	planning	and	specialized	signals	at	
every	intersection	in	order	to	work	properly.	

Note	About	Estimating	Project	Costs	

All	of	this	plan’s	potential	projects	had	an	estimated	cost	
calculated	by	applying	generalized	construction	costs	to	the	
project	length.	Cost	estimates	for	each	project	type	(e.g.,	
trail,	sidewalk,	and	on-street	facilities)	were	derived	from	a	
variety	of	sources,	such	as	comparisons	with	similar	
municipal	projects,	generally	accepted	professional	
estimates,	and	other	literature.	

It	was	not	practical	or	necessary	to	do	a	detailed	cost	
analysis	for	each	of	the	potential	projects,	because	it	would	
take	decades	to	fund	and	build	all	of	these	projects.	Over	
time,	the	cost	estimates	would	lose	their	relevance	due	to	
inflation,	property	transfers,	and	other	economic	factors.	In	
Chapter	4,	the	top	2.55	million	dollars	of	projects	have	been	
identified	with	more	detailed	cost	analyses,	maps,	and	
artistic	renderings.	

	

There	are	ways	to	create	safer	
infrastructure	for	bicyclists	that	exist	
in	the	roadway	right-of-way.	For	

example,	“protected	bicycle	lanes”	are	
being	built	across	the	United	States.	
These	are	bicycle	lanes	that	are	

protected	from	adjacent	traffic	by	
bollards,	concrete	barriers,	floating	

parking,	or	other	means.	
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Infrastructure	Category	1.	Sidewalk	

An	important	component	of	evaluating	the	quality	of	the	
pedestrian	environment	is	the	condition	and	connectivity	of	
the	sidewalk	network,	and	its	relationship	to	the	street	
network.	Evaluating	the	sidewalk	condition	also	is	critical	to	
the	development	of	a	prioritized	sidewalk	plan,	and	to	
helping	City	of	Girard	staff	develop	a	maintenance	plan.	

Sidewalk	Material	

Most	sidewalks	in	Girard	are	constructed	of	concrete,	with	a	
few	brick	sidewalks.	The	brick	sidewalks	have	the	potential	
to	be	considered	for	historic	designation.		

Existing	Sidewalk	Conditions	

To	move	forward	with	the	development	of	an	integrated	
pedestrian	transportation	network	in	Girard,	the	existing	
sidewalk	infrastructure	was	evaluated	and	opportunities	
were	identified.		

Every	section	of	roadway	in	Girard	was	evaluated	for	
sidewalk	presence	and	condition.	Each	block	was	evaluated	
down	to	the	property	lot	level.	Meaning	that,	if	a	block	had	
seven	property	lots	on	each	side	of	the	street,	there	were	
fourteen	pieces	of	data	collected.	In	total,	1,972	data	points	
were	collected	identifying	the	location	and	condition	of	all	
sidewalk	in	Girard.		

This	extensive	data	collection	is	of	tremendous	benefit	to	
the	City	of	Girard.	It	allows	the	city	to	know	the	exact	
amount	of	sidewalk	missing,	sidewalk	present,	and	the	
condition	of	sidewalks.	Not	many	communities	in	the	
United	States	have	completed	this	type	of	sidewalk	
inventory.		

The	Ranking	System	

The	sidewalk	classification	system	used	to	rank	the	sidewalk	
at	each	property’s	lot	is	described	as	follows:	

• Classification	#1.	Non-functional:	Sidewalk	exists,		
	

A	remaining	brick	sidewalk	in	
Girard.	

A	brick	sidewalk	in	Girard,	
Kansas.	
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but	is	broken	and	non-functional.	Needs	total	
replacement.	

• Classification	#2.	Hazardous:	Sidewalk	exists,	but	
the	majority	is	in	a	state	of	disrepair.	Non-ADA	
compliant	and	presents	severe	trip	hazards.	

• Classification	#3.	Usable,	but	non-ADA	compliant:	
Sidewalk	surface	is	generally	usable	by	the	
general	public,	but	is	not	ADA-compliant.	Sections	
of	sidewalk	need	to	be	repaired,	because	there	
are	severe	cracks,	upheavals,	and	excessive	cross-
slope.	Repair	is	needed,	but	not	total	
replacement.	

• Classification	#4.	Acceptable,	but	non-ADA	
compliant:	Sidewalk	surface	is	generally	in	good	
repair,	but	is	not	ADA-compliant.	

• Classification	#5.	Good	and	ADA-compliant:	
Sidewalk	is	in	good	repair	and	ADA-compliant.	

The	rating	system	did	not	include	physical	measurements	
for	width,	slope,	or	cross-slope.	It	is	quite	possible	that	a	
property	lot	was	rated	a	“5”,	but	does	have	a	minor	issue	
making	it	non-ADA	compliant.	So	the	ADA	compliance	was	
determined	visually,	and	is	therefore	more	of	an	estimate	
than	an	absolute.		

Current	Girard	Sidewalk	Conditions	and	Needs	

In	total,	49.07	miles	of	roadway	was	evaluated	for	sidewalk	
condition.	Of	that,	37.04	miles,	or	roughly	76%,	lacked	any	
sidewalk.	Some	of	that	was	built	without	sidewalk,	and	
some	lots	have	had	their	sidewalk	removed	by	property	
owners	over	the	years.	

Of	the	sidewalk	that	exists,	(24%	of	total	roadway	frontage)	
44%	is	in	“non-functional”	or	“hazardous”	condition,	
meaning	that	it	cannot	be	repaired,	but	rather	needs	
replacement.		

Encouragingly,	56%	of	the	sidewalk	that	exists	is	either	
repairable	or	in	good	condition.		

Sidewalk	Rating

	
#1.	Non-functional	

	
#2.	Hazardous	

	
#3.	Usable:	Non-ADA	

Compliant

	
#4.	Acceptable:	Non-
ADA-Compliant	

	
#5.	ADA-Compliant	
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Total	to	Fix	and	Build	All	Girard	Roadways		

For	roadways	needing	new	sidewalk,	or	sidewalk	repair,	the	
cost	was	calculated	by	measuring	the	lot	frontage	and	
applying	that	length	to	the	per	foot	cost	estimate	for	
constructing	or	repairing	sidewalk.		

New	sidewalk	construction	estimates	include	sidewalk	and	
ramp	installation,	but	not	other	improvements	at	
intersections,	driveway	apron	reconstruction,	utilities	and	
sign	relocation,	and/or	many	other	contingencies	that	are	
frequently	encountered.		

The	cost	for	constructing	new	sidewalk	was	estimated	at	
$30.00/foot.	The	cost	for	repairing	non-ADA	compliant	
sidewalk	was	estimated	at	$20.00/foot.	These	estimate	
values	are	general.	The	cost	of	a	project,	once	designed,	will	
be	considerably	lower	or	higher.	A	linear	foot	of	sidewalk	is	
along	one-side	of	the	roadway.	So	a	mile	of	roadway	
without	sidewalk	on	either	side	would	require	10,560	linear	
feet	of	sidewalk.	Unless	otherwise	noted,	the	sidewalk	
referenced	is	5’	wide.		

In	order	to	build,	repair	and	replace	sidewalk	along	all	public	
roadways	in	Girard	would	cost	approximately	$7,000,000.	
The	following	chart	details	the	costs.	

	

	

	

Sidewalk	Condition	 Linear	Feet	 Needed	Outcome	 Estimated	Cost	 Total	
Classification	5	 4869.7	 None	 $0.00	 $0.00	
Classification	4	 6864.98	 None	 $0.00	 $0.00	
Classification	3	 23960.3	 Repair	as	needed	 $20.00	 $479,205.60	
Classification	2	 18129.34	 Repair	as	needed	 $20.00	 $362,586.90	
Classification	1	 9654.2	 Replace	 $30.00	 $289,626.30	
No	sidewalk	 195588.6	 Build	 $30.00	 $5,867,658	
Total	 259067.1	 	 	 $6,999,076	
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Consistency	is	Key	

It	is	clear	that	the	city	has	had	several	decision	makers	over	
the	decades	with	different	views	on	sidewalk.	To	illustrate,	
one	example	of	this	inconsistency	is	along	St.	John	
Street/Hwy	47,	where	sidewalk	exists	west	of	Osage	on	the	
south	side,	but	ends	suddenly	at	the	Trinity	Lutheran	
Church.	A	pedestrian	walking	Hwy	47	runs	out	of	sidewalk	
when	they	arrive	at	the	church	property,	where	the	
sidewalk	prior	to/after	is	of	little	to	no	use.	

Girard	must	address	the	issue	via	policy,	like	a	Complete	
Streets	policy,	before	spending	additional	money	on	capital	
sidewalk	improvements.		

Specific	Sidewalk	Projects	

The	following	is	a	list	of	specific	Girard	sidewalk	projects,	
which	have	not	been	prioritized.	Prioritized	projects	are	
listed	in	the	following	chapter.	

Connecting	Winston	Park	to	the	Baseball	Fields	
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To	connect	Winston	Park	to	the	local	baseball	fields,	the	city	
can	build	a	sidewalk	along	the	west	side	of	South	Carbon	
Street	from	the	southeast	corner	of	Winston	Park	to	West	
Willow	Street,	and	build	a	sidewalk	along	West	Willow	
Street’s	south	side	from	South	Carbon	Street	to	South	
Sinnett	Street.	The	total	linear	feet	of	sidewalk	would	be	
4,389.	The	estimated	cost	is	$131,678.		

Connecting	the	High	School	to	the	Practice	Field	and	
Hospital	Trail	

Connecting	the	practice	field,	Hospital	Trail,	and	Girard	high	
School	can	be	accomplished	by	building	a	sidewalk	along	
the	south	side	of	West	Cedar	Drive	between	North	Summit	
Street	and	the	terminus	at	North	Harmon	Street.	3,246	total	
linear	feet	of	sidewalk	would	be	required	at	an	estimated	
cost	of	$97,380.	
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Highway	47	Sidewalk	Project	

Hwy	47	has	sections	with	missing	sidewalk,	sidewalk	that	
needs	repair,	and	sidewalk	that	is	functional.	Extensive	work	
is	needed	to	create	consistent	through	sidewalk	
infrastructure,	so	pedestrians	can	access	all	of	the	
storefronts	along	this	major	commercial	fare.	Focusing	on	
the	south	side	only	would	cost	an	estimated	$278,099.	
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Highway	7	Sidewalk	Project	

Hwy	7	Sidewalk	Project	is	similar	to	the	aforementioned	
Hwy	47	Sidewalk	Project	in	that	it	has	sections	with	missing	
sidewalk,	sidewalk	that	needs	repair,	and	sidewalk	that	is	
functional.	Mostly	the	sidewalk	is	present	and	in	good	
condition.	Cost	$31,680	
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Western	Avenue	Sidewalk	Project	

Chosen	because	it	is	a	vital	north/south	corridor	and	
because	of	its	connection	to	the	elementary	school.	Cost	is	
$475,200.	

Infrastructure	Category	2.	Trails	

Recreational	trail	use	is	popular	nationwide,	representing	
one	of	the	highest-ranked	recreational	demands	in	the	
United	States.	Trails	serve	a	wide	variety	of	uses	ranging	
from	functional	transportation	connectors,	which	enable	
citizens	to	travel	safely	from	one	location	to	another,	to	the	
passive	and	intimate	pathways	that	provide	opportunities	
to	enjoy	nature	in	a	quiet	and	personal	way.	The	
development	of	this	trails	plan	focused	on	the	following	
objectives:	
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• Increasing	opportunities	for	people	to	gain	physical	
activity;	

• Increasing	the	use	of	“non	-motorized”	
transportation;	

• Increasing	the	quality	of	life	of	Girard	citizens;	
• Making	Girard	a	more	“livable”	city;	and	
• Increasing	the	safety	of	bicyclists,	pedestrians,	and	

wheelchair	users.	

Existing	Trail	Infrastructure	in	Girard	

There	are	currently	no	trails	in	Girard,	but	there	are	many	
trail	opportunities.			

Trail	Planning	

When	planning	trails,	anything	is	possible,	but	not	always	
practical.	Trail	locations	are	not	limited	to	the	public	right-
of-way	offered	by	roads	and	streets.	Open	corridors,	such	as	
the	floodways	of	streams	and	creeks,	provide	opportunities;	
and	nearly	any	undeveloped	property	could	present	a	
possible	trail	location.	Ideally,	trail	corridors	are	located	in	
areas	that	offer	a	natural	setting	removed	from	an	existing	
roadway	corridor.	Reviewing	trail	locations	outside	existing	
roadway	corridors	gives	trail	planners	the	ability	to	consider	
multiple	locations	that	a	sidewalk	would	prohibit.	However,	
a	proper	trail	plan	must	also	maintain	pragmatic	points	of	
view.		

In	researching	possible	trail	locations	for	the	Girard	Bicycle	
and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan,	the	field	investigation	began	by	
researching	potential	trail	locations	suggested	by	Girard	
citizens,	who	were	interviewed	in	this	process.	Local	
residents	who	have	decades	of	experience	and	local	
knowledge	are	often	the	best	sources	of	information	for	
potential	trails.	

In	addition	to	the	suggested	corridors,	new	trail	locations	
were	proposed.	This	process	involved	several	steps,	but	
began	by	identifying	alternatives	that	connect	trip	
generators	like	schools,	stores,	parks,	and	residential	areas.	

To	find	potential	trails	with	the	length	and	ambiance	that	
would	encourage	Girard	citizenry’s	recreational	use;	

In	researching	possible	trail	

locations	for	the	Girard	Bicycle	

and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan,	the	

field	investigation	began	by	

researching	potential	trail	

locations	suggested	by	Girard	

citizens,	who	were	interviewed	

in	this	process.	
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publicly	available	right-of-way	(like	government	owned	
property	and	sewer	easements)	were	investigated.	Finally,	
railroad	rights-of-way,	both	active	and	abandoned,	were	
evaluated	as	prospective	trail	locations.	

When	the	potential	trail	locations	were	identified,	the	
corridor	was	examined	to	determine	if	there	were	
circumstances	that	would	disqualify	a	potential	project	from	
being	practical	by	either	being	too	expensive	or	too	
intrusive	on	the	local	environment.	Items	such	as	a	creek	
bank	that	is	too	steep	to	maintain	ADA	compliance,	or	the	
need	for	expensive	bridges,	which	can	sometimes	double	or	
triple	the	cost	of	the	trail,	were	evaluated.	Sometimes,	
unforeseen	costs	can	remove	a	trail	from	the	plan	or	lower	
the	priority	of	the	proposed	trail	(e.g.,	a	creek	tunnel	under	
a	street	that	is	two-feet	too	short	to	allow	a	trail	to	travel	
under	the	road	surface).	

Nearly	every	proposed	trail	crosses	privately	held	land	at	
some	point.	While	some	landowners	might	be	willing	to	give	
or	sell	an	easement,	others	may	have	no	interest	in	a	trail	
bisecting	their	property.	Every	effort	was	made	to	identify	
trail	locations	that	would	minimize	the	need	to	acquire	
privately	owned	land	for	trails.	Where	possible,	trails	should	
run	along	a	parcel	edge	to	minimize	impact.	

Seven	trails	were	identified	for	inclusion	in	this	plan.	Several	
potential	trails	were	initially	identified,	but	eliminated	due	
to	practical	considerations.	Trail	priorities	were	set	by:	

• The	proximity	to	the	core	of	the	city	
• How	many	people	the	trail	section	will	serve	
• Difficulty	and	cost	of	trail	construction	

A	trail	system	is	built	over	decades,	but	it	is	good	for	a	
community	to	identify	potential	trails	early	on,	so	that	as	
development	occurs	and	roads	are	improved,	future	trail	
sections	can	be	accommodated.	

Trail	Costs	

All	potential	trail	projects	identified	in	this	plan	will	require	
more	detailed	planning,	design,	and	engineering	before	
they	can	be	constructed.	There	will	need	to	be	a	fairly	
extensive	public	input	process	to	evaluate	the	detailed	
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designs	and	further	refine	the	exact	routes	of	all	the	
proposed	trail	alignments.	Once	elected	leaders	and	the	
public	decide	to	pursue	a	trail	route,	detailed	construction	
drawings	will	have	to	be	drawn	and	construction	permitting	
will	be	required.	Permitting	may	be	required	from	the	city,	
county,	State	Department	of	Natural	Resources,	and,	in	
some	cases,	the	federal	Army	Corps	of	Engineers.	Where	
land	or	right-of-way	acquisition	is	required,	the	city	will	
have	to	go	through	its	own	internal	processes	for	the	
acquisition	to	occur.		

For	proposed	trail	cost	estimates,	all	of	those	factors	have	
been	included	as	well	as	basic	labor	and	material	costs.	
However,	any	of	those	individual	project	components	could	
make	a	project	cost	more	or	less	than	expected.	For	the	
purpose	of	discussion	and	comparison	generalized	per	mile	
cost	estimates	have	been	provided	based	on	recommended	
trail	surface	type.			

	

Trail	Projects	

More	trail	installation	success	will	be	realized	by	
commencing	the	city’s	Trails	Master	Plan	with	non-
controversial	trails.	County	Fairgrounds	Loop,	South	
Abandoned	RR,	and	West	Girard	Trail	can	be	constructed	on	
existing	publicly	owned	land,	or	routed	through	
undeveloped	areas	with	large	parcels	to	minimize	the	
number	of	property	owners	that	will	be	affected.	Once	
those	trails	are	built,	they	will	help	lend	credibility	to	future	
trails.	It	is	important	to	whet	the	public’s	appetite	for	

Trail	Project	Name	 Length	 Trail	Material	 Cost	Per	
Mile	

Total	Cost	

County	Fairgrounds	
Loop	

1.3	miles	 10’	Concrete	 $780,000	 $1,014,000	

West	Girard	Trail	 2.9	miles	 10’	Concrete	 $780,000	 $2,064,284	
Golf	Course	to	Town	
Trail	

1.2	miles	 10’	Concrete	 $780,000	 $936,000	

North	Abandoned	RR	 1.3	miles	 12’	Gravel	 $500,000	 $650,000	
South	Abandoned	RR	 .9	miles	 12’	Gravel	 $500,000	 $450,000	
Hospital	Trail	 .9	miles	 10’	Concrete	 $780,000	 $702,000	
Cemetery	Trail	 1.4	miles	 12’	Gravel	 $500,000	 $700,00	

Total	for	Proposed	Trails	 $6,516,284	
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additional	trails	before	tackling	the	installation	of	more	
complicated	trail	routes.		

The	rail	line	between	Girard	and	Pittsburg	was	investigated	
via	the	Surface	Transportation	Board	(STB)	and	found	to	
have	been	abandoned	in	1986.	This	means	that	the	
individual	landowners	have	ownership	of	trail	easements.	
The	abandonment	form	is	included	in	appendix	of	this	
document.	The	trail	is	discussed	in	more	detail	in	the	
Crawford	County	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan	
(publish	date	2016).		

	

County	Fairgrounds	Loop	Trail	(Above):	An	
approximately	1.3-mile	loop	trail	proposed	to	run	around	
the	perimeter	of	the	County	Fairgrounds	site.		About	half	of	
the	trail	would	parallel	Clear	Creek	in	a	beautiful	wooded	
setting	and	the	remainder	in	more	open	agricultural	setting.			
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West	Girard	Trail	(Above):	An	approximately	2.9-mile	
trail	proposed	to	run	from	Highway	47	to	S	Carbon	St.	with	a	
connecting	spur.		
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Golf	Course	to	Town	Trail	(Above):	An	approximately	
1.2-mile	trail	proposed	to	run	along	the	creek	that	connects	
the	golf	course	on	the	east	back	towards	town	to	the	west.		
This	proposed	route	would	be	in	a	natural	and	beautiful	
setting	separated	from	automobile	traffic.			
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North	Abandoned	RR	Trail	(Above):	An	approximately	
1.3-mile	long	trail	proposed	to	run	along	the	abandoned	
railroad	corridor	from	East	St.	John	St.	to	Western	Ave.		This	
trail	has	potential	to	continue	to	the	northeast	along	the	RR	
corridor	as	Girard	grows	in	the	future.	
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South	Abandoned	RR	Trail	(Above):	An	approximately	
.9-mile	long	trail	proposed	to	run	along	the	abandoned	
railroad	corridor	from	East	St.	John	St.	to	the	baseball	fields.			
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Hospital	Trail	(Above):	An	approximately	0.9-mile	long	
trail	proposed	to	run	north	of	the	Hospital	from	W.	St.	John	
St.	to	Western	Ave.			
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Infrastructure	Category	3.	On-Street	Facilities	

Street	improvements	provide	the	main	opportunity	for	non-
motorized	transportation	in	the	core	of	the	city.	Even	if	all	
of	the	trails	recommended	in	this	plan	were	built,	street	
connections	still	are	required	to	fill	in	gaps	where	trail	
development	is	not	possible.	In	these	situations,	street	
improvements	fill	the	gaps,	allowing	for	a	safe	route	along	a	
roadway	between	trail	sections.	

On-street	bicycle	facilities	also	are	relatively	inexpensive	
compared	to	sidewalk	and	trail	projects,	but	installing	these	
projects	has	an	immediately	noticeable	impact	on	the	
community.	

On-Street	Bicycle	Facilities	Opportunities	 	

When	considering	“on-street”	facilities,	the	discussion	
focuses	on	bicyclists.	This	is	because	sidewalks	and	
crosswalks	usually	meet	the	needs	of	pedestrians	and	
wheelchair	users.		

There	are	many	types	of	on-street	facilities,	but	the	two	
that	will	be	the	focus	of	this	plan	are:	

• Bicycle	lanes	
• Sharrows	

Many	bicyclists	prefer	riding	within	bicycle	lanes,	but	road	
widths	and	on-street	parking	limit	the	application.	Bicycle	
lanes	ideally	are	6-feet	in	width,	but	can	be	as	narrow	as	
4.5-feet	in	certain	situations.	(Please	see	Chapter	5.)	The	
addition	of	bicycle	lanes	removes	as	much	as	9	to	12	feet	
from	the	existing	street	width,	which	has	the	indirect	
benefits	of	decreasing	excessive	lane	width	within	city	
limits,	and	reducing	excess	automobile	speeds.	

In	small	towns	across	America,	many	streets	have	sufficient	
pavement	width	for	bicycle	lanes;	however,	lane	installation	
would	require	the	removal	of	on-street	parallel	parking.	
Bicycle	lanes	can	exist	with	on-street	parallel	parking,	but	it	
is	absolutely	critical	that	the	lanes	are	wide	enough	to	
reduce	the	risk	of	the	bicyclists	being	injured	by	a	suddenly	
opened	automobile	door.	In	order	to	reduce	this	risk,	the	

	

#1.	Bicycle	Lane	Example		

	

#2.	Bicycle	Lane	Example		

		 	

#1.	Sharrow	Example		

		 	

#2.	Sharrow	Example		
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bicycle	lanes	need	to	be	at	least	6	feet	wide	in	areas	where	
the	lane	will	be	passing	a	parking	lane,	or	in	places	where	
parking	is	allowed.	Further,	it	is	desirable	to	include	a	buffer	
between	the	bicycle	lane	and	the	parked	automobiles.	

In	some	instances,	there	just	is	not	enough	pavement	width	
to	stripe	two	bicycle	lanes.	The	application	of	“sharrows”	to	
the	roadway	is	the	preferred	approach	over	the	installation	
of	a	single	bicycle	lane.	

A	sharrow	is	an	intentionally	vague	road	marking,	which	
may	best	be	thought	of	as	a	“share	the	road”	sign	that	is	
painted	on	the	pavement.	They	have	proven	effective	at	
educating	motorists	about	their	responsibility	to	share	the	
road	with	bicyclists,	and	they	can	increase	the	confidence	of	
bicyclists,	who	might	otherwise	be	too	intimidated	to	
bicycle	on	the	roadway.	

Opportunities	for	On-Street	Facilities	in	Girard	

Road	Diets	

Road	diets	are	the	greatest	opportunity	for	change	in	
Girard.		

One	of	Girard’s	main	thoroughfares,	Highway	47,	is	an	ideal	
candidate	for	a	type	of	treatment	known	as	a	“Road	Diet”.	

The	road	diet	works	by	removing	two	existing	traffic	lanes	
and	replacing	them	with	bicycle	lanes,	plus	a	two-way	
continuous	left	turn	lane.	Thus,	traffic	capacity	remains	the	
same,	but	collisions	are	reduced	by	removing	left	turning	
movements	from	the	travel	lanes.	Through	traffic	is	
uninterrupted	by	left	turning	vehicles	decelerating	or	
stopping	in	the	travel	lane.	This	decreases	the	instances	of	
rear	end	collisions	and	sideswipes.	Eliminating	turn	delays	
maintains	roadway	capacity	and	through-vehicle	speeds,	
providing	a	more	continuous	traffic	flow.		

A	road	diet	facilitates	bicycle	traffic,	while	ensuring	that	
there	is	no	negative	impact	on	traffic	capacity	on	roadways	
with	fewer	than	19,000	vehicles	per	day.	Highways	47	has	
significantly	less	than	19,000	vehicles	per	day.	

On-street	bicycle	facilities	

are	also	relatively	

inexpensive	compared	to	

sidewalk	and	trail	projects,	

but	installing	these	projects	

has	an	immediately	

noticeable	impact	on	the	

community.	
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The	benefits	of	road	diets	are	counterintuitive	to	most	
people,	thus	the	transition	to	this	more	effective	and	safer	
road	design	will	require	considerable	public	education.		

The	benefits	would	be	tremendous.	According	to	the	Girard	
Chief	of	Police,	a	propensity	of	motorist	vs.	motorist	crashes	
occur	on	Highway	47.	Adding	a	two-way	center-turn	lane	
would	reduce	crashes	in	this	area.	The	roadway	also	has	
substantial	bicycle	traffic,	especially	with	the	Trans	America	
Trail.	The	addition	of	a	bicycle	lane	via	a	road	diet	would	
greatly	increase	cyclists’	safety	and	comfort.		

Road	Diet	Cost:	Usually	road	diets	occur	when	the	roadway	
is	repaved	or	resurfaced	as	part	of	preventative	
maintenance.	Road	diets	that	are	performed	as	part	of	
repaving	or	resurfacing	operations	incur	minimal	to	no	
additional	cost,	since	much	of	the	striping	and	signage	is	
required	as	part	of	the	repaving	anyway.	St.	John	Street	
(Hwy	47)	is	scheduled	to	be	overlaid	in	2017.	That	would	be	
the	ideal	time	to	have	the	design	finished	and	ready	for	
implementation.		

While	its	true	that	road	diets	have	“little	to	no”	costs	when	
completed	during	an	overlay,	this	plan	will	include	a	cost	of	
$25,000	per	mile	for	engineering/design	work	which	may	or	
may	not	be	necessary.	Depending	upon	the	capacity	of	city	
staff	and	what	costs	are	incorporated	into	the	overlay	
contract.		This	would	make	the	total	cost	~$29,750	for	the	
road	diet	project.		

Bicycle	Lanes	

In	addition	to	Highway	47	undergoing	a	road	diet	(with	1.19	
new	miles	of	roadways	with	bicycle	lanes),	the	rest	of	
Girard’s	street	network	was	studied	for	bicycle	lanes.	
However,	streets	need	to	have	at	least	a	30’	width	in	order	
to	successfully	install	bicycle	lanes.	That	would	include	
space	for	two	4.5’	bicycle	lanes	(minimum	and	not	ideal),	
and	two	10.5’	travel	lanes.	Many	of	Girard’s	streets	have	
widths	much	too	narrow	for	bicycle	lane	installation.	For	
example,	South	Western	Avenue	has	an	average	width	of	21	
feet.	

Highway	47	near	the	center	of	
Girard.	The	total	road	width	is	~43	
feet	in	this	location.	The	road	diet	
would	allow	for	two	separate	5’	

bicycle	lanes,	a	11’	two	way	center	
turn	lane	and	two	11’	travel	lanes.			

St.	John	Street	(Hwy	47)	is	

scheduled	to	be	overlaid	in	

2017.	That	would	be	the	ideal	

time	to	have	the	design	finished	

and	ready	for	implementation.	
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In	these	cases,	those	narrow	streets	could	be	fitted	with	
sharrows.	However,	the	project	planners	felt	that	cost	of	
painting	and	ongoing	maintenance	was	not	worth	the	
investment	due	to	Girard’s	relatively	low	traffic	counts.		

However,	Highway	7	is	ideal	for	bicycle	lane	installation	with	
a	typical	road	width	of	~40’.	That	would	allow	for	two	6’	
bicycle	lanes	and	two	14’	travel	lanes.	With	an	average	per	
mile	cost	of	$25,000	for	both	engineering	and	striping,	the	
bicycle	lane	total	cost	would	be	~$37,500.	

Redesign	of	47	and	7	Intersection	

At	the	time	of	publication	(December	2015),	the	
construction	of	intersection	improvements	at	the	
intersection	of	47	and	7	haven’t	yet	begun.	However,	the	
engineering	plans	have	been	completed	and	are	shown	to	
the	left.	

The	main	change	involves	increasing	the	radius	of	the	
corners	to	improve	the	flow	of	turning	truck	traffic.		

Since	there	are	plans	to	improve	the	intersection,	we	
suggest	including	the	road	diet	improvements	to	highway	
47	and	the	bicycle	lane	improvements	to	highway	7.		

The	road	diet	improvements	to	47	will	need	to	be	designed	
to	compliment	the	changes	to	the	intersection.	To	do	this,	
at	an	appropriate	distance	prior	to	the	intersection,	striping	
for	the	two	way	left	turn	lane	should	change	to	indicate	a	
dedicated	left	turn	lane.	The	distance	where	this	striping	
would	occur	would	be	dependent	on	the	speed	limit.	This	
dedicated	left	turn	lane	will	allow	cars	to	queue	in	advance	
of	the	intersection	and	prevents	cars	traveling	in	the	
opposite	direction	from	crossing	into	this	queue	area.		

Crosswalk	Additions	and	Improvements	

As	previously	discussed	Highways	47	and	7	carry	the	
majority	of	traffic	in	Girard	and	therefore	require	the	most	
remediation	to	improve	the	safety	of	non-motorized	
transportation.		
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Crosswalk	improvements	concentrate	on	the	addition	of	
Rectangular	Rapid	Flash	Beacons	(RRFB).	These	warning	
signs	and	lights	have	been	found	to	increase	motorist	
compliance	to	crosswalks	from	18%	to	88%.	RRFB	are	
recommended	because	the	crosswalks	are	located	at	
“uncontrolled	intersections”	meaning	right	of	way	is	not	
regulated	in	either	direction	by	a	signal	or	sign.	

Installation	of	RRFBs	are	recommended	on	Highway	47	at	
Western	and	N	Carbon	Street.	Additionally,	a	RRFB	and	
crosswalk	should	be	installed	at	the	intersection	of	Highway	
47	and	Cherokee.		

On	Highway	7	a	RRFP	and	crosswalk	should	be	installed	at	
Willow	Street.	This	corresponds	with	the	development	of	a	
sidewalk	along	Willow	that	connects	Winston	Park	with	the	
baseball	fields.		

Finally,	a	RRFB	should	be	installed	in	front	of	the	High	
School	at	East	Maple	Street.		

RRFB	typically	cost	$15,000	per	intersection.		In	total,	there	
are	$75,000	of	RRFB	recommended	as	well	as	two	crosswalk	
painting.	

	

Total	Opportunities	

In	total,	$13,657,610	of	infrastructure	opportunities	was	
identified	in	the	evaluation	process	for	the	community.	The	
cost	breakdown	by	project	type	is:	

• $6,999,076	total	project	cost	for	sidewalks;	
• $6,516,284	total	project	cost	for	trails;	and	
• $142,250	total	project	cost	for	on-street	facilities	
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Why	Prioritize	Projects?	

In	Chapter	3,	a	comprehensive	project	list	was	outlined	
complete	with	cost	estimates	for	the	construction	and	
implementation	of	all	the	project	opportunities.	However,	
the	sheer	number	of	projects	and	the	$13,657,610	
associated	cost	are	far	too	great	for	Girard	to	consider	
building	in	the	immediate	future.	The	sidewalk,	trail,	and	
on-street	facilities	projects	were	prioritized;	then,	from	the	
prioritized	results,	$2,556,133	worth	of	projects	that	
offered	the	highest	return	on	investment	were	selected	for	
consideration.	

Prioritized	List	is	Not	Proscriptive	

The	City	of	Girard	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan,	and	
the	projects	described	herein,	are	intended	as	a	starting	
point	for	discussion,	and	are	not	a	proscriptive	guide	for	
community	improvements.	The	information	provided	and	
projects	outlined	hopefully	will	serve	as	a	resource	to	
support	future	investment	decisions	by	the	City	of	Girard	
and	others	concerning	sidewalks,	trails,	and	on-street	
bicycle	facilities.		

The	planning	focuses	on	the	long-term	development	of	an	
integrated	system	of	sidewalks,	trails,	and	on-street	bicycle	
facilities.	While	this	priority	list	was	created	in	good	faith	
and	included	to	focus	the	results	of	this	plan,	it	should	be	
consulted	by	the	citizens	of	Girard	as	to	which	projects	
would	benefit	the	community	the	most.		

Factors	That	Influenced	Selection	

First,	the	projects	were	ranked	based	upon	these	criteria:	

• Promise	to	increase	the	mobility	of	bicyclists	and	
pedestrians.		

• Promise	to	increase	physical	activity.	
• Promise	to	reduce	automobile	trips	in	Girard.	
• Quality	of	the	project.	For	example,	would	a	trail	

project	only	be	possible	if	it	included	several	“at	
grade”	crossings	thereby	reducing	its	comfort	and	
safety?	

Then	the	highest	ranked	projects	were	weighed	against	two	
“costs:”	

The	Girard	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	

Master	Plan	and	the	projects	

described	are	intended	as	a	starting	

point	for	discussions,	and	are	not	a	

proscriptive	guide	for	community	

improvements.	
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• The	cost	to	complete	the	project.	
• The	ease	of	completion.	For	example,	would	the	

land	acquisition	process	be	difficult	because	the	
project	crosses	several	private	land	holdings?	

Sidewalk	Priority	Projects	

The	development	of	the	sidewalk	plan	focused	on	the	
following	objectives:	

• improving	conditions	for	people	who	are	currently	
walking;	

• improving	accessibility	to	sidewalk	facilities	for	
pedestrians	with	disabilities;		

• providing	connections	to	places	that	attract	
pedestrians;		

• increasing	levels	of	walking;	and	
• reducing	the	number	of	crashes	involving	

pedestrians.	

Priority	Project	1:	Highway	47	Sidewalk	Project	(map	in	
chapter	3)	

Build	missing	sidewalk	and	replace	or	repair	broken	
sidewalk	along	the	south	side	of	Highway	47	within	the	city	
limits.		

47	Highway	 Linear	Feet	 Cost	per	
Linear	Foot	

Total	
Cost	

New	
Sidewalk	

6,550.7	 $30.00	 $196,521	

Replace	
Sidewalk	

2317.6	 $30.00	 $69,528	

Repair	
Sidewalk	

602.2	 $20.00	 $12,050	

Total	Project	Cost:	$278,099	

Comments:	Highway	47	is	the	major	commercial	corridor	in	
Girard.	It	is	vitally	important	to	every	citizen.	
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Priority	Project	2:	West	Girard	Trail	(map	in	chapter	3)	

Recreational	trail	use	is	popular	nation-wide,	representing	
one	of	the	highest-ranked	recreational	demands	in	the	
United	States.	Trails	serve	a	wide	variety	of	uses.	They	range	
from	functional	transportation	connectors,	which	enable	
citizens	to	travel	safely	from	one	location	to	another,	to	the	
passive	and	intimate	pathways	that	provide	opportunities	
to	enjoy	nature	in	a	quiet	and	personal	way.	As	stated	on	
the	American	Trails	website:	

“There	are	many	benefits	of	trails	and	greenways	that	
planners,	funders,	and	the	public	need	to	know	about:	
they	make	our	communities	more	liveable;	improve	
the	economy	through	tourism	and	civic	improvement;	
preserve	and	restore	open	space;	and	provide	
opportunities	for	physical	activity	to	improve	fitness	
and	mental	health.”		

The	development	of	this	trail	plan	focused	on	the	following	
objectives:	

• increasing	opportunities	for	people	to	gain	physical	
activity;	

• increasing	the	use	of	“non-motorized”	
transportation;	

• increasing	the	quality	of	life	of	Girard	citizens;		
• making	Girard	a	more	“livable”	city;	and	
• increasing	the	safety	of	bicyclists,	pedestrians,	and	

wheelchair	users.	

Trail	Project:	West	Girard	Trail	(map	in	Chapter	3)	

Costs	for	this	trail,	depending	upon	the	trail	design,	and	
especially	depending	on	the	bridge	design,	the	price	may	
vary	greatly.	More	precise	cost	estimates	can	be	provided	
when	detailed	construction	plans	have	been	designed.	
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West	Girard	Trail	Detailed	Costs	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Item	Description	 Quantity	 Unit	Price	 Cost	
10”	Concrete	Trail	 15312	 $40.00	 $612,480	
Grading	(hours)	 240	 $100	 $24,000	
Clearing	and	grubbing	 100	 $100	 $10,000	
Topsoil	 60	 $200	 $12,000	
Bridges	 2	 $150,000	 $300,000	
Culvert	pipe	for	trails	 20	 $1000	 $20,000	
Landscape	turf	grass	 Lump	sum	 	 $3500	

Trees	 Lump	sum	 	 $20,000	

Silt	fence	 18000	 $2.00	 $36,000	

Bike	rack	 1	 $500	 $500	

Entrance	sign	 1	 $7,500	 $7,500	

Misc	signs	 1	 Lump	sum	 $5,000	

ROW	acquisition	 15000	 Lump	sum	 $187,500	

Street	crossings	 3	 15,000	 $45,000	

SUB	TOTAL	 	 	 $1,651,427.20	

Engineering	permits	15%	 	 	 $247,714.08	

Contingency	10%	 	 	 $165,142.72	

Total	 	 	 $2,064,284	

EXISTING CREEK EAST OF WASTE TREATMENT PLANT

PROPOSED WEST GIRARD TRAIL

PHOTO VIEW
PROPOSED TRAIL

PROPOSED TRAIL
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Priority	Project	3:	Road	Diet	along	Highway	47		

Road	Diet	 Miles	 Cost	per	
Mile	

Total	Cost	

Highway	47	 4.05	 $25,000	 $101,250	

Comments:	It	is	difficult	to	predict	the	cost	of	a	road	diet.	
Typically,	these	projects	do	not	occur	until	the	next	
pavement	overlay,	so	the	costs	are	hard	to	quantify	since	
the	street	needed	to	be	repainted	anyway.		

Total	Project	Cost:	$101,250	

Priority	Project	4:	Bicycle	lanes	along	Highway	7		

Bicycle	
Lanes	

Miles	 Cost	per	
Mile	

Total	Cost	

Highway	7	 1.5	 $25,000	 $37,500	

Priority	Project	5:	Crosswalks	and	RRFB	installation	along	
Highway	47	and	7		

Installation	of	RRFBs	are	recommended	on	Highway	47	at	
Western	and	N	Carbon	Street.	Additionally,	a	RRFB	and	
crosswalk	should	be	installed	at	the	intersection	of	Highway	
47	and	Cherokee.	 

On	Highway	7	a	RRFB	and	crosswalk	should	be	installed	at	
Willow	Street.	This	corresponds	with	the	development	of	a	
sidewalk	along	Willow	that	connects	Winston	Park	with	the	
baseball	fields.		

Finally,	a	RRFB	should	be	installed	in	front	of	the	High	
School	at	East	Maple	Street.		

Crosswalk	
Improvement	

Units	 Cost	per	
Unit	

Total	Cost	

RRFB	 5	 $15,000	 $75,000	
Crosswalk		 1	 Negligible	 $0.00	
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Total	Priority	List	Costs	

Improvements	 	 	 	 Total	Cost	
47	Sidewalk	 	 	 $278,099	
West	Girard	Trail	 	 	 $2,064,284	
Road	Diet	47	 	 	 $101,250	
Bicycle	Lanes	7	 	 	 $37,500	
Crosswalk	
Improvements	

	 	 $75,000	

Total	 	 	 	 $2,556,133	
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Plan	Implementation:	Design,	Policy	&	Funding	

This	chapter	will	cover	proper	project	design,	thoughtful	

policy	initiatives,	and	creative	funding	mechanisms,	which	

are	key	to	implementing	this	plan.	

Best	Practices:	Sidewalk,	Trails,	and	On-Street	Treatments	

While	sidewalks	may	seem	simple,	the	details	make	all	the	

difference	between	a	good	facility	and	an	expensive	

mistake.	It	is	important	that	City	of	Girard	staff	and	

contractors	be	well	versed	in	sidewalk	design	and	

construction.	Across	the	United	States,	new	sidewalks	are	

built	with	the	intention	of	being	Americans	with	Disabilities	

Act	(ADA)	compliant.	However,	even	a	minor	engineering	

miscalculation,	like	a	failure	to	maintain	the	proper	slope	at	

a	driveway,	can	result	in	them	being	too	hazardous	for	

wheelchair	users.		

It	is	also	important	that	the	city	implement	policies	that	

mandate	proper	sidewalk	design	from	developers.	For	

example,	the	minimum	accepted	width	for	a	sidewalk	is	3-
feet	wide,	but	that	is	too	narrow	to	function	as	a	proper	

transportation	device.	Changing	the	prescription	to	5-foot	

wide	would	place	Girard	more	in	line	with	other	

communities	and	ensure	better	facilities	are	built.		

Sidewalk	Width	

Five-feet	should	be	the	minimum	width	for	any	sidewalk	

regardless	of	location	and	roadway	classification.	A	5-foot	

sidewalk	provides	adequate	space	for	a	pedestrian	and	

personal	mobility	device	or	two	pedestrians	to	pass.	Areas	

that	attract	pedestrian	traffic	and/or	where	people	may	

congregate,	the	width	of	the	sidewalk	will	need	to	be	

greater	than	5-feet	to	accommodate	the	situation	and	

circumstances.		

The	suggested	minimum	widths	for	sidewalks	are:	

• Local	Streets:	minimum	5-feet	in	width	

• Collector	Streets:	minimum	of	5-feet	in	width	

Missing	crosswalk	and	ADA-
compliant	ramps	at	the	corner	of	
North	Osage	Street	and	West	St.	
John	Street/Highway	47	make	for	
unsafe	pedestrian	conditions.	
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• Secondary	Arterials:	minimum	of	5-feet	in	width	

• Primary	Thoroughfares:	minimum	of	6	to	8-feet	in	

width	

• Downtown:	minimum	of	8	to	12-feet	in	width.		

For	the	non-buffer	design	sidewalks,	increased	sidewalk	

width	is	needed	to	provide	distance	from	the	street	edge	or	

curb	to	accommodate	passing	pedestrians	and	any	

commercial	activity	that	will	share	part	of	the	sidewalk.	This	

applies	principally	to	the	area	in	and	around	the	Girard	

downtown.	

Sidewalk	Zones	

A	sidewalk	has	four	main	design	features	that	are	often	

referred	to	as	“zones”.	These	features	are	(1)	the	curb	zone,	

(2)	the	buffer/furniture	zone,	(3)	the	pedestrian	zone,	and	

(4)	the	frontage	zone.	The	curb	and	furniture	zone	will	be	

discussed	in	this	section.	

One	of	the	“curb	zone’s”	main	purposes	is	to	facilitate	the	

proper	water	drainage	of	the	street.	However,	the	curb	also	

works	to	protect	pedestrians	from	motorists	who	are	not	

maintaining	control	of	their	vehicle.	For	this	reason,	the	

curb	along	sidewalks	should	be	of	the	“non-mountable”	

variety,	rather	than	the	“mountable”	variety.		

The	second	zone	in	sidewalk	design	is	the	“buffer/furniture	

zone”.	The	benefits	of	the	furniture	zone	will	be	discussed	

in	this	section.	The	furniture	zone	has	two	purposes.	It	

serves	as	a	buffer	between	the	roadway	and	the	sidewalk,	

and	is	a	place	where	items	can	be	stored	so	as	not	to	block	

the	sidewalk.	

Furniture	zones	reduce	pedestrians’	proximity	to	passing	

traffic,	increasing	their	safety	and	comfort,	especially	on	

rainy	days	when	water	collected	on	the	street	presents	a	

splash	hazard.	In	residential	areas,	the	buffer	zone	is	often	

grass	covered	and	maintained	as	part	of	a	lawn.	Another	

option,	if	the	width	is	sufficient,	is	to	plant	trees	of	a	

suitable	growth	habit	to	minimize	conflicts	with	overhead	

utility	lines.	

	

Curb	Zone	

	

Buffer/Furniture	Zone	

	

Pedestrian	Zone	

	

Frontage	Zone	
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The	buffer	aspect	of	the	furniture	zone	is	extremely	

important	to	both	the	safety	and	comfort	of	children	and	

people	with	physical	disabilities.		

The	furniture	zone	also	gives	the	government	and	property	

owners	a	place	to	store	items	that	must	be	near	the	road.	In	

many	areas	without	a	furniture	zone,	the	sidewalk	is	often	

blocked	several	times	per	week	due	to	those	items.	This	

essentially	makes	the	sidewalk	useless	for	its	intended	

purpose.	For	homeowners,	this	may	include	refuse	carts,	

lawn	waste,	or	other	items	waiting	to	be	picked	up.	For	the	

government,	these	items	may	include	utility	poles,	parking	

meters,	a	bench,	or	a	mailbox.		

Furniture	Zones:	The	areas	located	between	the	roadway	

edge	and	the	sidewalk	offer	a	number	of	practical	

advantages	as	well	as	benefits	for	pedestrians.	The	

minimum	widths	should	be:	

• Local	Streets:	minimum	3	to	5-feet	in	width	

• Collector	Streets:	minimum	of	3	to	5-feet	in	width	

• Secondary	Arterials:	minimum	of	4	to	6-feet	in	

width	

• Primary	Thoroughfares:	minimum	of	6	to	8-feet	in	

width.	

Continuity	

Sidewalks	should	be	continuous	along	an	entire	block--from	

street	intersection	to	street	intersection.	Sidewalks	with	

missing	sections	may	promote	mid-block	street	crossings	or	

other	unsafe	pedestrian	movements	and	are	not	ADA-

compliant.	

The	Americans	with	Disabilities	Act	

The	Americans	with	Disabilities	Act	(ADA)	was	passed	by	

Congress	and	signed	by	President	George	H.W.	Bush	on	July	

26,	1990.	The	law	affects	sidewalk	that	has	been	built	since	

its	passage	or	sidewalk	that	has	undergone	a	major	repair.		

Benefits	of	Buffer/Furniture	
Zone

	

Space	for	Trashcans	and	

Other	Items	

	

Room	for	Children	to	Veer	

without	Falling	into	Roadway	

	

More	Comfort	and	Safety	
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In	Girard,	there	are	many	wheelchair	users	as	well	as	

visually	impaired	and	physically	disabled	individuals.	

Typically,	when	one	conducts	interviews	with	residents--

regardless	of	their	home	community--concerns	are	

expressed	that	there	might	be	crashes	due	to	disabled	

individuals’	frequent	use	of	their	mobility	devices	on	the	

roadways,	rather	than	on	available	sidewalks.	Citizens	will	

voice	frustrations,	suggesting	they	think	these	individuals	

are	simply	choosing	to	place	themselves	in	harm’s	way	by	

using	the	roadway	rather	than	the	sidewalk.		

However,	sidewalk	evaluations	completed	in	most	

communities	reveal	that	where	wheelchair	users	are	using	

the	public	streets,	it	tends	to	be	because	the	sidewalks	are	

not	ADA-compliant.	Wheelchairs	on	the	sidewalk	system	

can	make	few	complete	trips	when	compliant	sidewalks	are	

periodic	and	inconsistent.	Thus,	wheelchair	users	will	

remain	in	the	roadway,	rather	than	having	to	exit	the	

sidewalks	each	time	they	encounter	a	break	in	the	sidewalk	

or	a	vertical	curb	they	cannot	maneuver.	

Right-of-Way	Acquisition	

Many	landowners	do	not	fully	understand	the	concept	of	

the	public	right-of-way,	and	may	assume	that	their	lawn	

extends	all	the	way	to	the	curb	of	the	roadway.	Even	though	

it	is	well	within	the	rights	of	the	city	to	build	a	sidewalk,	it	is	

critical	to	ensure	that	yard	disruption	is	minimized	(perhaps	

even	improved	with	tree	plantings	or	other	landscaping)	to	

reduce	public	complaints	and/or	opposition	to	future	

projects.	Most	sidewalks	can	be	built	without	having	to	

purchase	right-of-way.	

Ultimately,	after	a	series	of	public	hearings,	a	government	

entity	will	determine	the	location	of	new	sidewalks	along	

existing	streets.	It	is	vitally	important	that	decision	makers	

consider	sidewalks	as	a	piece	of	transportation	

infrastructure	rather	than	as	a	single	amenity	for	a	single	

neighborhood.	

	

	

	

Wheelchair	users	on	a	sidewalk	
system--like	that	pictured	above--
struggle	to	complete	trips	when	
ADA-compliant	sidewalks	are	
periodic	and	inconsistent.	
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Sidewalk	Construction	Costs	

Depending	on	contracts	the	city	has	with	local	contractors,	

it	may	be	advantageous	for	the	City	of	Girard	to	create	a	

Summer	Sidewalk	Construction	Crew.	This	may	or	may	not	

be	an	option	depending	on	the	skill	level	of	existing	city	

staff	and	the	current	contract	price	for	flat	concrete	work	in	

Girard.	If	the	Summer	Sidewalk	Construction	Crew	is	

chosen,	one	or	two	skilled	flat	concrete	foremen	can	lead	

several	inexperienced	workers	to	repair	existing	sidewalks	

or	pour	new	sections	of	sidewalk	or	trail	in	a	very	cost-

effective	manner.	However,	if	it	costs	$30	per	linear	foot	

(LF)	to	pour	a	5-foot	wide	sidewalk	with	a	city	crew,	but	a	

private	contractor	can	do	the	work	for	$35	per	linear	foot,	it	

may	not	be	worth	the	trouble	to	create	a	new	construction	

crew.		

To	decide	the	best	option	for	the	City	of	Girard,	calculate	

what	it	would	cost	to	employ	3	-	5	seasonal	workers	along	

with	two	full-time	Public	Works	employees;	the	cost	of	

concrete,	rebar,	and	forms;	and	compare	that	to	costs	of	a	

contractor.	It	is	fairly	simple	to	contact	a	local	concrete	

contractor	and	ask	for	preliminary	cost	estimates	for	various	

types	of	flat	concrete	work.	

An	advantage	of	having	a	designated	city	concrete	crew	is	

that	now	you	have	a	trained	crew	that	is	readily	available	to	

repair	or	build	new	sidewalks.	Additionally,	hiring	summer	

crews	allows	young,	local	workers	to	learn	a	new	trade.	

Nonetheless,	there	are	start-up	costs	associated	with	

purchasing	concrete	forms	and	hiring	additional	staff.		

Trails	

Trails	are	a	great	first	step	to	developing	an	active	

community.	Initially,	they	serve	as	recreation	and	fitness	

corridors	where	citizens	start	to	feel	comfortable	walking	

and	biking	again.	As	a	trail	system	develops	and	spreads	

throughout	the	city,	it	serves	the	transportation	needs	of	

those	who	live	near	the	trail	and	work	or	shop	at	another	

point	along	the	trail	system.	Over	time,	those	transportation	

trail	users	become	comfortable	commuting	on	the	streets.	

This	leads	to	a	portion	of	the	population	using	both	trails	

and	streets	to	commute,	and	living	a	healthier	lifestyle.		

Trail	designers	should	aspire	to	
route	trails	around	mature	trees.	

Depending	on	contracts	the	city	
has	with	local	contractors,	it	may	
be	advantageous	for	the	City	of	
Girard	to	create	a	Summer	
Sidewalk	Construction	Crew.	
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Trail	Materials	

As	the	popularity	of	trails	grows,	many	cities	are	faced	with	

a	variety	of	decisions	regarding	trail	design.	Municipalities	

must	balance	the	initial	cost	of	development	and	the	long-

term	maintenance	cost	with	the	goal	of	providing	the	best	

service	in	the	most	cost-effective	manner	possible.	The	

ideal	trail	system	provides	a	safe	place	for	recreation	and	a	

functional	option	for	those	who	use	non-motorized	

transportation.	This	requires	good	judgment	and	sound	

design	to	achieve.	

Gravel	trails	are	the	least	expensive	to	build	initially,	and	

many	users	prefer	the	natural	look	and	perceived	softness	

to	the	trail	user’s	joints.	The	actual	savings	of	going	with	

gravel	over	a	hard	surface	is	usually	minimal	due	to	the	

majority	of	a	trail’s	cost	going	to	the	land	acquisition,	

grading,	and	bridge	development.	Gravel	is	a	definite	

improvement	over	a	natural	(dirt)	surface	for	year-round	

use.	Additionally,	gravel	trails	can	be	a	good	option	where	a	

trail	does	not	have	many	elevation	changes	and	where	a	

trail	is	elevated	out	of	a	flood	area.	For	this	reason,	many	

rail-to-trail	conversions	use	the	existing	gravel	base	of	the	

railroad	line;	add	some	fine	gravel	(3/8”	minus)	on	top;	and	

open	the	trail	up	for	use	with	very	minimal	expense.		

However,	snowfall	can	make	gravel	trails	unusable	for	

extended	periods	of	time	due	to	difficulty	in	clearing	the	

snow,	and	rainfall	can	leave	a	user	with	splatter	on	their	

clothing.	Gravel	trails	also	require	year-round	maintenance,	

since	every	time	it	rains,	gravel	will	wash	away	and	have	to	

be	replaced,	which	over	time,	can	be	expensive.		

Asphalt	trails	present	different	challenges.	In	parts	of	the	

country	where	there	is	well-drained	rocky	or	sandy	soil,	

they	can	be	an	attractive	surface	for	trails,	because	they	

have	the	best	initial	smooth	surface.	Nonetheless,	because	

of	seasonal	cracking	and	their	ongoing	maintenance	

requirements,	they	are	not	a	good	option,	as	the	initially	

smooth	surface	lasts	only	a	couple	of	years	before	the	trails	

become	riddled	with	cracks.	If	a	hard	surface	trail	is	chosen,	

it	should	be	concrete,	as	asphalt	trails	are	only	slightly	less	

expensive	than	concrete	trails.		

Gravel	Example	

Asphalt	Example	

Concrete	Example	
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Concrete	trails	tend	to	last	the	longest	with	the	least	

amount	of	maintenance.	They	are	slightly	more	expensive	

initially,	but	the	savings	in	maintenance,	labor,	and	

materials	as	compared	to	a	gravel	trail	can	be	recovered	in	5	

-	10	years.	Concrete	trails	are	necessary	wherever	a	trail	

may	flood	or	where	a	trail	experiences	slopes	exceeding	five	

percent.	Therefore,	any	trail	built	in	a	floodplain	should	be	a	

concrete	trail.	Because	of	these	reasons,	concrete	trails	are	

the	preference	for	many	municipalities.	

Concrete	and	Gravel	Cost	

Construction	estimates	and	bids	can	fluctuate	greatly	

depending	on	topography,	existing	site	conditions,	site	

accessibility,	and	drainage	issues.	For	the	purpose	of	this	

comparison,	we	have	assumed	that	this	is	new	trail	

construction	is	in	a	bottomland	setting.	Bridge	costs,	design,	

engineering,	surveying,	acquisition,	signage,	and	amenities	

(e.g.,	restrooms,	drinking	fountains,	and	parking	lots)	are	

virtually	the	same	regardless	of	material	type	and	thus	are	

computed	in	the	same	way	for	this	comparison.	Because	

surface	flow	is	more	complex	with	gravel	trails,	extra	pipe	

and	ditching	is	required	to	minimize	storm	water	damage.	

Excavation	time	and	soil	removal	is	greater	for	gravel	trails,	

because	depth	is	greater	and	more	soil	must	be	hauled	

away.	

On	average,	a	concrete	trail	costs	about	$870,532.00	per	

mile	($165/LF)	and	gravel	trail	costs	about	$743,252.00	per	

mile	($141/LF).	

Tree	Removal	

Trees	are	a	tremendous	asset,	especially	in	trail	corridors;	

and	typically,	trail	users	demand	that	trees	be	planted	and	

preserved	along	trails.	Therefore,	it	is	important	to	

incorporate	extensive	tree	planting	to	compensate	for	lost	

trees	wherever	tree	removal	is	necessary.		
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Trail	Amenities	

At	the	outset,	development	of	a	trail	system	should	focus	

on	getting	miles	of	trail	built.	As	the	trails	become	popular,	

there	will	be	demand	for	additional	facilities	such	as	

drinking	fountains,	restrooms,	and	parking	lots,	so	that	

recreational	users	can	drive	to	a	trailhead.	In	order	for	users	

to	learn	where	they	are	on	a	trail	and	where	they	can	go,	

signage	is	essential.	As	the	trail	system	develops,	benches	

and	fitness	equipment	can	be	added	to	further	enhance	the	

trail	experience.	

City	Trail	Policies	

One	of	the	issues	the	citizens	of	Girard	will	have	to	discuss	is	

what	level	of	easement	and	land	acquisition,	if	any,	the	city	

wants	to	pursue	to	develop	trails,	and	other	bike/pedestrian	

improvements.	

Trails	are	a	linear	facility	much	like	roads	and	utility	(sewer,	

electric,	and	water)	lines.	Typical	trail	development	first	

occurs	along	abandoned	railroad	corridors	and	along	

streams	where	there	is	no	development	and	little	

opposition	to	trails.	As	the	trail	system	grows,	and	trail	

system	connections	are	less	obvious,	the	community	will	

need	to	determine	what	level	of	land	acquisition	is	

acceptable.	

With	any	proposed	plan,	there	will	be	a	mix	of	excitement	

and	reservation	from	citizens.	Right-of-way	acquisition	and	

utility	relocation	may	be	necessary	for	various	types	of	

pedestrian	improvements.	Parking	along	streets	may	be	lost	

or	lessened	as	part	of	proposed	road	improvements.	There	

will	be	situations	where	tree	removal	is	inevitable	in	order	

to	build	a	trail.	Therefore,	it	is	critical	to	address	these	

issues	as	part	of	initial	design	discussions,	so	there	are	no	

surprises	during	construction	that	may	upset	Girard	

residents.		

There	are	numerous	examples	that	show	trail	development	

is	positive	for	communities	and	increases	residential	

property	value.	Nevertheless,	it	is	common	for	citizens	to	be	

concerned	about	change	to	their	cities,	especially	if	a	

proposed	trail	is	near	their	property.	However,	trail	users	

are	generally	people	who	care	about	the	environment	and	

Trail	Amenities	

	

Bicycle	Racks	

	

Parking	

	

Benches	

	

Restrooms	
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are	good	stewards	of	their	natural	resources.	They	tend	to	

pick	up	trash	instead	of	leaving	it.	Negative	activities	that	

might	otherwise	occur	in	an	isolated	area,	like	an	

abandoned	railroad	corridor,	tend	to	be	discouraged	by	

positive	use	of	the	area.		

Crosswalk	Best	Practices	

Marked	crosswalks	are	vital	for	pedestrian	mobility	and	

safety.	They	signal	to	pedestrians	that	the	location	is	safe	to	

cross	and	that	they	have	the	right-of-way	in	that	area.	

Drivers	are	instructed	by	Kansas	law	to	“yield	when	a	

pedestrian	is	in	a	crosswalk”	to	allow	that	pedestrian	to	

cross	the	crosswalk.	However,	motorists	typically	only	stop	

if	the	crosswalk	has	been	installed	properly.	

While	there	are	a	variety	of	crosswalk	markings,	three	are	

discussed	in	this	section	(see	diagram	to	the	left):	

1. Two	transverse	lines	

2. Zebra	stripe	

3. Continental	stripe.	

“Two	transverse	lines”	are	the	least	visible	of	the	three	

crosswalk	types,	and	should	only	be	used	in	locations	where	

traffic	would	otherwise	be	stopped.	It	is	recommended	that	

either	the	“zebra”	or	the	“continental”	stripe	design	be	

used,	especially	for	mid-block	crossings.		

Some	crosswalks	are	located	in	positions	known	as	“mid-

block”.	Mid-block	means	that	there	is	not	an	intersection	

nearby	and	that	traffic	will	only	stop	at	the	crosswalk	if	a	

pedestrian	is	crossing.	These	are	the	type	of	crosswalks	

where	particular	attention	to	best	practices	needs	to	be	

paid.	

In	the	photos	on	the	following	page,	you	can	see	that	

painting	two	transverse	lines	looks	sufficient	from	the	

pedestrian’s	point	of	view	before	s/he	enters	the	street.	

However,	the	next	photograph	illustrates	how	difficult	it	is	

to	see	the	crosswalk	

Credit:	Federal	Highway	
Administration	

Due	to	low	visibility,	“two	
transverse	lines”	are	only	

appropriate	at	stop	signs	or	traffic	
signals.	Photo	credit:	Mike	Cynecki	
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Example,	Poorly	Painted	

Mid-Block	Crosswalk	

	

From	the	Pedestrian	

Point-Of-View,	the	

Crosswalk	Looks	Visible	

	

From	the	Drivers’	Point-

Of-View,	the	Crosswalk	

Cannot	be	Seen	From	

an	Appropriate	Distance	

	

On-Street	Parking	

Blocks	Motorists’	and	

Pedestrians’	Sight	Lines	

	
Photo	credits:	Michael	Ronkin	and	

Charlie	Zegeer	

from	the	distance	at	which	a	driver	would	have	to	make	a	

decision	about	whether	or	not	to	stop	or	yield	to	a	

pedestrian.	

The	City	of	Girard	might	consider	using	either	the	“zebra”	or	

“continental”	style	of	crosswalk,	and	discontinue	the	use	of	

the	“two	transverse	lines”	type	of	crosswalks	in	mid-block	

locations.		

On-Street	Parking	and	Mid-Block	Crosswalks	

Significant	attention	should	be	paid	to	mid-block	crosswalks	

that	occur	in	places	where	on-street	parking	is	allowed.	This	

is	because	the	parked	vehicles	can	block	the	pedestrian	

from	the	motorist’s	sight	lines	and	can	block	the	

pedestrian’s	view	of	the	street.  	

The	final	photograph	to	the	right	demonstrates	how	

dangerous	this	combination	of	on-street	parking	and	poorly	

visible	crosswalks	can	be	for	all	road	users.	A	child	or	person	

using	a	wheelchair,	traversing	from	right-to-left,	would	be	

completely	blocked	by	the	parked	vehicle	until	directly	in	

the	path	of	oncoming	traffic.	

There	are	two	solutions	to	this	situation:	

1. Restricting	on-street	parking	near	mid-block	

crossings;	and	

2. Creating	“bulb-out”	extensions	for	crosswalks.	

In	most	Girard	locations,	the	demand	for	on-street	parking	

is	minimal.	The	City	of	Girard	is	encouraged	to	restrict	

parking	adjacent	to	mid-block	crosswalks,	and	to	consider	

restrictions	to	on-street	parking	near	these	crossings.		

A	“bulb-out”	is	an	extension	of	the	curb	into	the	street	to	

narrow	the	crossing	distance	for	pedestrians,	and	slow	

traffic	via	lane	narrowing.	This	allows	the	pedestrian	to	

advance	past	parked	vehicles	to	see	oncoming	traffic	prior	

to	crossing	the	street.		
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On-Street	Parking	and	Bicycle	Lanes	

Section	9	of	the	Kansas	Driving	Handbook,	“Sharing	the	
Road,”	covers	how	drivers	should	interact	with	bicyclists.	

Within	the	“Bicyclists”	portion	of	this	section,	the	Handbook	
states,	“As	a	driver…	Do	not	stop,	park,	or	drive	on	a	

designated	bicycle	path	or	lane	unless	you	are	entering	or	

leaving	an	alley	or	driveway,	performing	official	duties,	

directed	by	a	police	officer,	or	an	emergency	situation	

exists.”	Thus,	within	the	City	of	Girard,	parking	is	illegal	

anywhere	that	a	bicycle	lane	exists	except	in	the	

aforementioned	circumstances.	

For	good	reason,	many	communities	enforce	this	Kansas	

law	against	parking	on	streets	with	bicycle	lanes.	When	a	

motorist	is	driving	in	their	traffic	lane,	they	have	the	

expectation	that	a	parked	automobile	will	not	obstruct	the	

lane.	Bicyclists	also	deserve	the	ability	to	ride	with	the	

expectation	that	their	travel	lanes	will	be	free	of	parked	

vehicles.	Nonetheless,	it	often	becomes	contentious	when	a	

community’s	citizens	propose	that	their	local	governance	

remove	existing	parking	or	strongly	enforce	parking	

restrictions.	Those	who	are	against	removal	of	existing	

parking	may	cite	that	the	parking	is	necessary,	because	local	

homes	may	lack	driveways	and	must	rely	on	the	availability	

of	on-street	parking.	Occasionally,	due	to	the	controversial	

nature	of	the	debate,	a	local	government	may	lack	the	

political	will	necessary	to	legislate	parking	removal	or	

prohibition	on	a	particular	street.	

For	example,	the	City	Council	of	Columbia,	Missouri	decided	

that	they	would	never	be	able	to	install	a	bicycle	lane	

system	if	the	city	was	forced	to	ban	parking	in	order	to	

install	this	system.	Consequently,	they	voted	against	the	

adoption	of	Section	300.330	of	Missouri’s	Model	Vehicle	

Code,	which	states,	“A	designated	bicycle	lane	shall	not	be	

obstructed	by	a	parked	or	standing	motor	vehicle	or	other	

stationary	object.”	Therefore,	parking	remains	legal	in	a	

bicycle	lane	in	Columbia.	

There	are	positives	and	negatives	to	either	approach,	but	

the	issue	is	one	about	which	city	leaders	should	be	aware,	

because	it	will	need	to	be	addressed.	

	

Bulb-out	Crosswalk	Design.	
Credit:	Federal	Highway	

Administration.	
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Funding	for	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Projects	

There	exist	a	variety	of	potential	funding	sources	to	which	

the	City	of	Girard	has	access.	Yet,	some	sources	are	

inconsistent	or	the	allocation	is	outside	of	the	city’s	control.	

For	example,	due	to	Kansas’	present	budget	woes,	and	the	

passage	of	MAP-21,	it	is	difficult	to	draw	a	conclusion	as	to	

how	reliable	those	funds	will	be.	Looking	internally,	at	the	

most	consistent	and	robust	sources	of	funding,	in	October,	

the	City	of	Girard	enacted	a	½-cent	sales	tax	that	funds	

repairs	to	streets,	alleys,	and	sidewalks,	but	does	not	

include	other	surface	transportation	infrastructures.		

In	April	2015,	when	the	½-cent	sales	tax	was	approved,	city	

staff	projected	it	would	generate	approximately	$10,000	

per	month	in	revenue,	or	$120,000	for	fiscal	year	2015	

(assuming	steady	revenue	in	October	of	2016).	

Interestingly,	the	revenue	is	averaging	about	$13,000	per	

month;	thus,	the	city	actually	may	generate	$130,000	(again	

assuming	steady	revenue	in	October	2016).	When	this	sales	

tax	is	reconsidered	in	the	future,	the	city	may	wish	to	

examine	the	potential	of	using	this	revenue	to	generate	

funding	for	bicycle	and	pedestrian	infrastructure.	

While	this	revenue	represents	a	potential	source	of	funding,	

in	reality,	the	funds	already	are	very	tightly	stretched.	The	

city	budget	funds	water,	storm	sewers,	sanitary	sewer	

repairs,	and	maintenance	in	the	Utility	Department,	but	is	

limited	to	funding	Public	Works	Department	street	

maintenance	via:	

• the	½-cent	sales	tax;	

• Kansas	Department	of	Transportation	“Connecting	

Links”	funds	($27,000	authorized	for	2015);	

• state	highway	funds--for	Highways	47	and	7	within	

Girard	city	limits	($71,900	authorized	for	2015);		

• Crawford	County	roadway	funds	($9,060	

authorized	for	2015).		

Still,	the	city	has	been	reluctant	to	fund	trail	projects	using	

tax	dollars.	Girard’s	Five-Year	Capital	Improvement	Plan	

funds	new	infrastructure	development	through	grants--like	

Community	Development	Block	Grants--and	general	

There	are	many	potential	sources	of	
funding	that	the	City	of	Girard	has	
access	to.	However,	some	are	
inconsistent	or	the	allocation	is	
outside	of	the	city’s	control.	
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obligation	bonds,	and	the	city	pursues	private	money	to	

match	the	grants	it	receives.	

In	2008,	the	city	received	a	$15,000	Phase	I	Safe	Routes	to	

School	(SRTS)	planning	grant	through	the	Kansas	

Department	of	Transportation	(KDOT)	to	complete	a	SRTS	

Master	Plan	on	behalf	of	Girard	Middle	and	R.V.	Haderlein	

Elementary	schools.	In	2011,	the	city	received	$250,000	in	

SRTS	Phase	II	grant	funding	to	implement	both	

infrastructure	and	non-infrastructure	components	of	the	

SRTS	Master	Plan.		

SRTS	infrastructure	dollars	allowed	the	city	to	install	new	

sidewalks	with	ADA-compliant	ramps	along	the	north	side	

of	West	Prairie	Street	west	to	South	Water	Street,	and	

around	the	southwest	corner	of	the	city	square	at	Prairie	

and	Summit.	New	detached	sidewalks	and	ADA-compliant	

ramps	also	were	installed	along	Carbon	Street	from	just	

north	of	the	intersection	at	West	Maple	Street	south	along	

Carbon’s	west	side	halfway	into	Winston	Park.	Further,	SRTS	

funding	installed	new	school	crossing	signage	and	four	new	

programmable	flashing	school	zone	signs	along	both	sides	

of	St.	John	Street/Hwy	47	approaching	the	school	crossings	

at	the	junctions	with	Western	and	Carbon	streets.	

As	of	this	writing,	the	city	intends	to	apply	for	additional	

SRTS	infrastructure	funding	during	KDOT’s	fall	2016	grant	

round--should	that	funding	continue	to	be	available.	The	

infrastructure	project	for	which	to	seek	funds	will	be	

selected	using	feedback	from	school	officials	and	public	

comments.	

Currently,	the	city	is	in	the	design	phase	of	constructing	a	

Streetscape	Project,	which	will	install	interior	and	exterior	

sidewalks,	benches,	trash	receptacles,	and	underground	LED	

lighting	at	the	city	square	utilizing	funds	from	a	$1,540,000	

grant	provided	by	the	Kansas	Department	of	

Transportation’s	2014	Transportation	Alternatives	Program	

(TAP).	In	addition,	KDOT	is	scheduled	to	complete	a	

Geometric	Improvements	project	to	the	intersection	of	St.	

John	Street/Hwy	47	and	North	Summit	Street/Hwy	7	by	

November	2016,	which	should	go	out	to	bid	in	January	

2016.	
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Clearly,	the	city	has	been	successful	in	winning	grants;	

nonetheless,	in	2014,	the	city	only	had	$3,000	to	invest	in	

sidewalk	installation,	and	just	$910	thus	far	in	2015.	When	

examining	the	sidewalk	deficiencies	in	Girard,	the	sheer	

magnitude	of	the	funding	shortfall	becomes	clear.	

Compiled	in	this	report,	the	City	of	Girard	has:		

• $6,999,076	worth	of	sidewalk	deficiencies;	

• $6,516,284	worth	of	potential	trail	projects;	and		

• $142,250	worth	of	on-street	facilities	projects.		

Answers	to	the	funding	solutions	include:	

• Be	realistic	and	prioritize	projects;	

• Adopt	the	20-year	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	

Plan;	

• Seek	outside	sources	of	funding;	

• Reexamine	the	allotment	of	the	Street	Sales	Tax	

Fund;	and	

• Identify	potential	new	internal	sources	of	funding.	

Prioritize	Projects	

The	City	of	Girard	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan	has	

identified	approximately	13.65	million	dollars	worth	of	

infrastructure	projects.	That	figure	takes	into	account	every	

deficiency	(e.g.,	missing	arterial	sidewalk,	broken	sidewalk,	

etc.)	within	the	City	of	Girard	as	well	as	potential	projects,	

like	new	trail	construction.	While	that	figure	represents	

needed	projects,	the	cost	is	too	high	to	ever	realize	full	

funding.	Thus,	project	prioritization	is	paramount.	Some	

projects	offer	the	City	of	Girard	more	“bang	for	the	buck”	

than	others	do.	

City	of	Girard	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan	

It	is	important	to	have	consensus	on	the	projects,	priorities,	

and	potential	funding	in	order	to	move	forward	with	a	

coordinated	program	of	projects,	which	advance	bicycle	and	

pedestrian	improvements.	One	step	toward	this	effort	

would	be	for	the	City	of	Girard	to	consider	the	adoption	of	

Almost	all	outside	funding	for	
bicycle	and	pedestrian	facilities	

flows	from	the	federal	government.	
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the	priority	projects	listed	in	Chapter	4	as	the	“City	of	Girard	

2025	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan”.	

This	action	would	“formalize”	the	plan	as	a	goal	of	the	City	

of	Girard,	and	authorize	city	staff	to	identify	funding	to	

complete	those	projects,	but	would	not	direct	any	funds	

towards	the	plan.	

This	will	help	city	staff	identify	potential	future	trail	

corridors	and	connections	to	protect	them.	For	instance,	if	a	

new	subdivision	is	being	planned	near	a	future	trail,	then	

the	city	can	ask	the	developer	for	an	easement	to	allow	for	

that	subdivision	to	be	connected	to	the	future	trail,	

whenever	funding	is	secured	to	build	it.	

Non-City	Sources	for	Project	Funding	

Federal	Funding	

Almost	all	outside	funding	for	bicycle	and	pedestrian	

facilities	flows	from	the	federal	government.	In	fact,	even	

grants	that	pass	through	state	agencies	like	the	Kansas	

Department	of	Transportation	originate	from	the	Federal	

Highway	Administration	by	way	of	legislation,	which	

dictates	how	federal	transportation	funding	is	spent.	Thus,	

the	federal	government	actually	authorized	the	City	of	

Girard’s	$1,540,000	Transportation	Alternatives	Program	

grant	in	2014.	The	Kansas	Department	of	Transportation	

had	to	use	those	funds	on	TAP	projects,	and	the	City	of	

Girard	won	a	competitive	grant	award	from	KDOT,	then	

received	the	funding.	

There	are	two	state	agencies	that	administer	federal	

funding,	which	can	be	used	for	bicycle	and	pedestrian	

facilities:	the	Kansas	Department	of	Transportation	and	the	

Kansas	Department	of	Wildlife,	Parks	and	Tourism	(KDWPT).	

The	Kansas	Department	of	Transportation	has	programs	

funded	through	the	Federal	Highway	Administration	by	way	

of	the	latest	federal	transportation	legislation.		

There	are	two	state	agencies	that	
administer	federal	funding	that	can	
be	used	for	bicycle	and	pedestrian	
facilities;	the	Kansas	Department	of	
Transportation	(KDOT)	and	the	
Kansas	Department	of	Wildlife,	
Parks	and	Tourism	(KDWPT).	
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In	2010,	the	United	States	was	operating	under	the	

transportation	legislation	bill	known	as,	“The	Safe,	

Accountable,	Flexible,	Efficient	Transportation	Equity	Act:	A	

Legacy	for	Users”	or	“SAFETEA-LU”.	SAFETEA-LU	was	

replaced	in	July	of	2012	with	a	new	piece	of	legislation	

known	as	“Moving	Ahead	for	Progress	in	the	21st	Century”	

or	“MAP-21.	

Here	is	a	brief	breakdown	of	information	about	MAP-21:	

• Three	major	bicycle/pedestrian	programs	(SRTS,	

Recreational	Trails,	and	Transportation	

Enhancements)	were	combined	into	a	single	

program	called	“Transportation	Alternatives”.	

• Federal	spending	on	bicycle	and	pedestrian	

infrastructure	was	cut	by	at	least	33%	from	previous	

funding	levels.		

• KDOT	can	“opt-out”	of	additional	Transportation	

Alternatives	funding,	and	spend	those	funds	on	

more	auto-centric	purposes.	

• Programs,	which	formerly	did	not	require	a	local	

match	(like	SRTS	funds),	now	require	a	20%	match.		

• At	present,	KDOT	has	set	aside	funding	for	the	

Recreational	Trails	program;	however,	that,	too,	

may	change	for	the	2016	Transportation	

Alternatives	Program	grant	round.	

While	the	details	are	still	being	ironed	out,	it	is	clear	that	

funding	from	federal	transportation	sources	is	even	more	

competitive;	and	is	more	“expensive”	for	local	communities,	

because	of	the	need	for	a	local	match.	To	give	an	example	

of	how	this	will	impact	efforts	in	Girard,	assuming	the	

required	grant	match	remains	at	20%,	a	$100,000	SRTS	

project	now	would	require	Girard	to	front	$20,000	of	their	

own	funds.	

Further	complicating	matters	is	that	MAP-21	was	only	valid	

for	two-years,	and	will	now	be	replaced	by	the	Fixing	

America’s	Surface	Transportation	Act,	or	“FAST	Act,”	which	

was	signed	into	law	by	President	Obama	on	December	4,	

2015	and	passed	as	a	five-year	bill.	It	is	likely	that	by	the	

time	the	City	of	Girard	adopts	a	20-year	Bicycle	and	
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Pedestrian	Master	Plan,	and	begins	looking	for	funding	

sources,	the	U.S.	may	be	operating	under	FAST	Act	policies	

regarding	transportation	funding.		

The	following	is	a	short	list	of	what	is	known	currently	about	

the	FAST	Act:	

• The	Transportation	Alternatives	Program	(TAP)	is	

now	renamed	the	"STP	Set-aside"	with	a	small	

increase	in	funding	over	MAP-21	levels.	

• Although	the	STP	Set-aside	will	now	be	a	sub-

program	of	the	Surface	Transportation	Program,	it	

will	function	just	as	TAP	did;	i.e.,	Safe	Routes	to	

School,	bicycling,	and	walking	projects	all	can	

compete	for	funding.	Additionally,	the	MAP-21	

matching	requirements	remain	unchanged;	thus,	

there	is	still	some	cost	sharing	at	the	state	or	local	

level.	

• State	and	local	nonprofit	organizations	that	work	on	

transportation	safety	will	be	allowed	to	compete	

directly	for	TAP	dollars.	

• The	competitive	structure	with	shared	decision-

making	between	state	departments	of	

transportation	and	metropolitan	planning	

organizations	is	maintained.	

• States	will	now	be	encouraged	to	adopt	Complete	

Streets	standards	for	the	planning,	development,	

and	operation	of	federally	funded	transportation	

projects,	and	the	U.S.	Department	of	Transportation	

will	issue	Complete	Streets	best	practices	and	state	

progress	reports.	

• States	in	which	more	than	15	percent	of	all	traffic	

deaths	are	bicycle	and	pedestrian	fatalities	are	

eligible	to	receive	a	portion	of	approximately	$14	

million	under	a	new	National	Priority	Safety	

Program	to	support	awareness,	education,	and	

enforcement	intended	to	reduce	bicycle	and	

pedestrian	fatalities/injuries.	

It	is	imperative	city	staff	stay	current	on	transportation	

funding	opportunities.	

The	Kansas	Department	of	Wildlife,	Parks	and	Tourism	

administers	two	programs:	(1)	the	Land	and	Water	
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Conservation	Fund	(LWCF)	and	(2)	Recreational	Trails	

Program	(RTP).	Outdoor	recreation	facilities	are	eligible	for	

Land	and	Water	Conservation	Fund	grants,	require	a	50%	

match,	and	in	past	years,	applications	typically	were	due	in	

late	April.	The	Land	and	Water	Conservation	Fund	Act	was	

conceived	in	1965	with	a	50-year	term,	which	expired	this	

year	(2015).	Thus,	as	Congress	continues	its	review	of	the	

Act	for	potential	reauthorization,	no	state	grant	cycles	are	

planned.	Recreational	Trails	Program	grants	require	at	least	

a	20%	match,	and	typically	are	due	in	August.	Both	of	these	

grants	can	be	used	for	land	acquisition	costs	in	addition	to	

capital	improvements.	

Non-Government	Funding	

While	there	are	philanthropic	organizations	that	fund	

projects	to	increase	bicycling	and	walking,	most	of	these	

organizations	prefer	to	fund	policy	changes	rather	than	

small	capital	improvement	projects.	If	given	the	choice	

between	funding	a	particular	sidewalk	project,	or	funding	

an	initiative	that	would	result	in	a	policy	change	ensuring	

that	bicyclists	and	pedestrians	begin	to	get	their	fair	share	

of	transportation	sales	taxes	in	a	community,	most	funders	

would	prefer	the	second	option,	because	they	consider	the	

policy	change	to	be	a	permanent	fix	to	the	problem.	After	

all,	building	a	single	sidewalk,	then	continuing	with	

“business	as	usual”	does	not	result	in	impactful	change.		

If	Girard	hopes	to	compete	for	these	philanthropic	dollars,	

the	city	will	need	to	look	at	the	funding	pursuit	differently	

than	it	would	the	pursuit	of	a	government	grant.	Groups	like	

the	Robert	Wood	Johnson	Foundation	are	primarily	

interested	in	advocacy	and	policy	change,	whereas	

government	grants	usually	cannot	fund	advocacy	or	policy	

changes.	Grants	with	advocacy	agendas	are	best	pursued	by	

a	non-profit	organization	acting	as	the	fiscal	agent	on	behalf	

of	the	city	as	a	potential	partner.		

While	the	funders’	“end	goal”	is	often	a	new	policy	rather	

than	the	sidewalk	itself,	capital	improvements,	i.e.	sidewalk	

and	trail	projects,	can	sometimes	be	part	of	the	project.	

City	of	Girard	Street	Sales	Tax	Fund	

If	the	City	of	Girard	committed	to	
spending	even	a	small	amount	of	
their	Street	Sales	Tax	Fund	on	

bicycle	and	pedestrian	
infrastructure	they	would	see	a	
tremendous	return	on	their	

investment.	
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The	budget	of	the	City	of	Girard	is	tight	and	leaves	little	

room	for	additional	expenses.	Still,	between	the	new	

requirement	that	all	federal	bicycle	and	pedestrian	funding	

have	a	local	match	(20%	for	Transportation	Alternatives),	

and	ongoing	maintenance	costs,	it	is	essential	that	the	City	

of	Girard	dedicate	some	of	the	funding	it	receives	to	bicycle	

and	pedestrian	facilities.	

This	is	also	a	matter	of	simple	ethics,	since	every	Girard	

resident	currently	pays	into	the	½-cent	“Street	Sales	Tax	

Fund”,	but	that	money	is	spent	predominantly	on	

automobile	facilities.	Let	us	do	a	balanced	assessment	of	

this	issue	and	examine	the	Street	Sales	Tax	Fund	paid	for	by	

the	local	½-cent	sales	tax.	

Considering	that,	for	various	reasons,	numerous	Girard	

residents	cannot	drive,	the	City	of	Girard’s	exclusive	use	of	

the	sales	tax	revenue	for	street,	alley,	and	sidewalk	

maintenance	inadvertently	says	to	bicyclists	that	they	are	

not	an	intended	user	of	the	transportation	system.	

Although	times	are	tough	and	the	budget	is	limited,	Girard	

bicyclists	are	tax-paying	citizens	just	like	motorists;	yet,	

their	needs	are	not	being	addressed	with	the	current	tax	

stipulation.	

If	the	City	of	Girard	committed	to	spending	additional	funds	

from	their	Street	Sales	Tax	Fund	on	bicycle	infrastructure,	

the	city	would	see	a	tremendous	return	on	its	investment.	

Should	the	city	decide	to	direct	5%	of	the	annual	“Street	

Sales	Tax	Fund”	to	bicycle	facilities,	those	funds	would	

equate	to	approximately	$6,500	per	year	(2015	-	2016	

value).	That	is	not	enough	money	to	correct	Girard’s	bicycle	

deficiencies,	but	it	would	be	a	good	start	towards:	(1)	

creating	a	Bicycle	Infrastructure	Maintenance	Fund;	and	(2)	

building	a	fund	that	can	be	used	as	“local	match”	when	

applying	for	federal	transportation	funding.	Further,	that	

annual	fund	allotment	could	be	used	to	supply	a	portion	of	

the	20%	match	on	a	$250,000	infrastructure	grant	through	

the	Transportation	Alternatives	Program.	In	years	without	a	

successful	grant	application	requiring	matching	funds,	the	

City	of	Girard	could	use	those	funds	to	repair	specific	

sections	of	existing	bicycle	facilities	and	sidewalks	or	

conduct	maintenance	work.		
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Without	this	funding	for	local	match,	projects	like	the	

potential	upcoming	SRTS	infrastructure	projects	may	no	

longer	be	affordable	due	to	changes	in	federal	

transportation	policy.	An	illustration	is	the	identification	and	

scheduling	of	tree	removal	along	existing	sidewalks	before	

their	roots	cause	catastrophic	damage	to	those	sidewalks.	

Having	a	bicycle	and	pedestrian	fund,	with	dedicated	

revenue,	is	a	wise	use	of	these	tax	dollars.	

The	Street	Sales	Tax	Fund	was	passed	with	language	

directing	it	towards	street,	alley,	and	sidewalk	maintenance.	

Therefore,	it	is	not	currently	possible	to	use	this	fund	for	

bicycle	or	trails	infrastructure.	Nevertheless,	when	this	tax	

next	is	presented	to	the	community	for	a	renewal	vote,	it	

would	be	prudent	to	suggest	that	a	portion	of	the	funding	

be	spent	in	support	of	bicycle	and	trails	infrastructure,	as	

spending	even	5%	of	this	revenue	on	bicycle	or	trails	

facilities	will	offer	Girard	a	relatively	significant	return	on	

investment.	

New	Internal	Funding	Sources	

With	the	improvement	and	construction	of	sidewalks,	bike	

lanes,	and	trails,	Girard	residents	will	start	to	see	the	quality	

of	their	life	improve.	As	people	begin	to	commute	and	

recreate	by	bicycle	along	a	new	trail,	or	walk	around	their	

neighborhood	on	a	new	sidewalk,	they	will	begin	to	wonder	

why	other	areas	in	the	community	do	not	look	the	same.	

This	Bicycle	and	Pedestrian	Master	Plan’s	maps	and	artistic	

renderings	are	designed	to	positively	influence	public	

opinion	when	it	comes	to	new	bicycle	and	pedestrian	

projects,	an	impact	that	will	be	compounded	by	community	

members’	experiences	actually	using	the	new	multimodal	

infrastructure.	At	some	point,	Girard	citizens	may	be	ready	

to	vote	to	tax	themselves	to	make	more	significant	progress	

on	the	community’s	bicycle	and	pedestrian	network.		

Girard	might	consider	a	potential	1/8th-cent	sales	tax	for	

“creating	safer	routes	to	school”.	A	tax	like	this	would	

generate	approximately	$30,000	of	income	per	year,	which		

could	build	a	healthy	segment	of	trails,	sidewalk,	or	bicycle	

infrastructure	annually.	

Without	this	
funding…projects…would	not	be	
possible	due	to	changes	in	federal	
transportation	policy.	There	would	

also	not	be	any	funding	for	
maintenance,	which	means	that	

even	the	new	sidewalk	in	town	will	
deteriorate	far	before	their	normal	
life	cycle	resulting	in	a	squandering	

of	the	tax	dollars	spent	on	
sidewalks.	
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A	new	tax	would	be	a	large	step	for	Girard,	and	since	many	

residents	have	never	experienced	a	robust	sidewalk	or	trail	

system,	support	for	this	new	tax	may	not	yet	exist.	

Nonetheless,	consideration	of	this	type	of	tax	is	warranted	

in	the	future.	

Section	13-108	of	the	Girard	City	Code	states,	“It	shall	be	

the	duty	of	the	owner	of	the	abutting	property	to	keep	the	

sidewalk	in	repair.”	Stricter	enforcement	of	this	particular	

ordinance	could	conceivably	be	accomplished	via	a	cost	

sharing	strategy	whereby	Girard	owners	or	occupants	of	

retail	property	could	provide	the	funding	for	concrete	repair	

or	replacement,	while	the	city	could	provide	the	labor	for	

sidewalk	repair	or	replacement.	

Public-Private	Partnerships	

As	federal	sources	of	transportation	dollars	shrink,	public-

private	partnerships	are	becoming	more	important.	The	Live	

Well	Crawford	County	project	is	a	great	example	of	a	public-

private	partnership,	and	Girard	would	benefit	from	other	

partnering	opportunities	in	the	future.	

Perhaps	Unified	School	District	248	can	contribute	to	a	

“Sidewalk	Fund”	to	be	used	as	matching	dollars	on	future	

federal	sidewalk	grants.	Even	$5,000	or	$10,000	per	year	

can	go	a	long	way	towards	securing	potentially	hundreds	of	

thousands	of	dollars	for	new	sidewalks.	Potential	public-

private	partnerships	might	include	large	local	employers	

contributing	to	a	matching	fund.	
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1986 ICC LEXIS 431, * 

Santa Fe reports that a total [*3]  of 1,096, 880, and 628 cars originated or terminated on the ine during 1983, 1984, 
and the base year (July 1, 1984 to June 30, 1985), respectively. n3 In addition, Santa Fe in 1983 handled nine trailers in 
TOFC service.  
 

n3 Protestants Girard, PAC, BSC, S&S, HMS, and See-Kan claim that Santa Fe has "chosen" to use the 
poor crop period of January 1, 1983 to June 30, 1985, to justify its request for abandonment.  This time frame is 
required by Commission regulations.  See 49 C.F.R. 1152.22(d).  Moreover, protestants did not present evidence 
to show that in previous time periods Santa Fe's operations over this line were profitable. 

Applicant submitted the following cost data for the line:  
 1983 1984 Base year 
Revenues $733,220 $645,403 $478,598 
Avoidable       
Costs 1,012,803 959,074 843,518 
Avoidable Loss       
from Operations 279,583 313,671 364,920 

Santa Fe calculates the net liquidation value of the line to be $1,072,051, composed of $14,100 in land value and 
$1,058,051 in net value of track materials.  Based on an 18.6 percent rate of return, the annual opportunity cost is 
$199,420. n4  
 

n4 Ex Parte No. 274 (Sub-No. 3C), Abandonment of R. Lines - Use of Opportunity Costs,    I.C.C. 2d    
(1984). 

 [*4]  

The 9.4 miles segment between Girard and Frontenac is below Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) Class 1 
standards.  Santa Fe estimates that, to meet FRA class I standards, the cost of joint ties is $37,792.02.  The remainder of 
the line meets FRA Class 1 standards.  Santa Fe estimates that the annual cost of maintaining the line following reha-
bilitation of the Girard-Frontenac segment is $255,000. n5 Santa Fe points out that this cost could be reduced (but not 
eliminated) by installing rail anchors on the line at a one-time cost of $170,576.40.  
 

n5 Maintenance of way and structures for the line, was $291,672 in 1983, $295,925 in 1984, and $340,048 
in the base year. 

Santa Fe states that every populated point on the rail line is served by another railroad: Chanute is served by three 
other Santa Fe lines and the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Company (MKT), Erie and Walnut by MKT, Girard by 
the Burlington Northern Railroad Company (BN), Frontenac by KCS, and Pittsburg by KCS, BN, and the Missouri Pa-
cific Railroad Company.  Since most of the traffic handled on the 53.26-mile line is interchanged with KCS at Pittsburg, 
Santa Fe expects that this traffic will continue to move by [*5]  rail following abandonment via alternate gateways.  
Because the volume of Santa Fe's non-interchange traffic on the line is small, Santa Fe expects this traffic will move via 
the other railroads serving points on the line. 

The line of railroad is paralleled by KS Highways 39 on the north and 47 and on the south, while KS Highway 146 
closely parallels the line from east of Erie to Brazilton.  The area is also traversed by various north-south highways, 
including U.S. Highways 169, 59, and 69 and KS Highways 31 and 7.  Santa Fe lists 15 motor carriers that are author-
ized to serve all of the points on the line. 

SHIPPER AND COMMUNITY IMPACT 

The protestants raise three major arguments: (i) rail service must continue; (ii) rail service from more than one rail-
road must continue; and (iii) reduced rail service will harm the community and local farmers.  In general, they state that 
the past three years have had poor grain crops and that Santa Fe's revenue and cost calculations are not a fair representa-
tion of the line's potential. 

S&S and HMS argue that they cannot afford to lose rail service at Brazilton.  S&S operates a grain elevator with a 
capacity of 103,000 bushels. n6 Between January [*6]  1, 1983, and June 30, 1985, it shipped 72 cars over Santa Fe, but 
because of its small size cannot qualify for 5-car rates.  S&S will only use truck service if the driver is personally 
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known, but cannot ship directly north on Kansas 3 because of poor bridges.  S&S's subsidiary, Derailes Commodities, 
made 12 piggyback shipments to Pittsburg 2 1/2 years ago.  Since the Santa Fe piggyback ramp closed at Pittsburg and 
later at Chanute, it now makes about 20 piggyback shipments per year from Joplin, MO.  HMS's building material busi-
ness shipped 22 cars over Santa Fe between January 1, 1983, and June 30, 1985.  It states that service has declined, that 
long distance truck service is not price competitive with rail, and that some of the bulk material it ships is not suited to 
highway movement.  Finally, HMS points out that rail service is essential to its future growth.  
 

n6 S&S leases facilities from Santa Fe for $435 per year.  It states that Santa Fe should count this as part of 
its revenues attributable to the line.  We agree.  See discussion, infra. 

BCS, PAC, Broadview, SLHC, and Girard argue that service from more than one railroad is needed.  BCS recently 
started operating a 150,000 [*7]  to 200,000 bushel capacity elevator at Erie that ships mostly to Fedonia.  It states that 
from two harvests per year it can generate 200 cars, and that, if 180,000 pounds grain is loaded in each car headed to-
ward Gulf ports at $0.88 per hundredweight, Santa Fe will generate $316,800 in additional revenue per year.  BCS 
states that it could the MKT service from Erie if a switch were available.  It argues that motor carriers are not price 
competitive to the Gulf, but that truck service is available even though it cannot load grain in and out of its elevator at 
the same time. 

PAC ships grain, oils, and fertilizer to Girard.  It is served by BN and received 63 cars from Santa Fe via reciprocal 
switching from January 1, 1983 to June 30, 1985.  From July 1, to December 10, 1983, it received 12 cars.  It prefers to 
use Santa Fe because the service is more direct and because BN does not directly serve California or Arizona.  Although 
PAC finds BN's rates more attractive, it does not want its competitive options reduced by the loss of Santa Fe service. 

Broadview is a lumber wholesaler and prefers the option of using Santa Fe to serve its customer at Pittsburg.  
SLHC has a regional rail center [*8]  for its lumber business at Pittsburg, and also would like to keep Santa Fe's alter-
nate service. 

Girard states that for competitive reasons, it needs all of the motor and rail service possible.  It also argues that San-
ta Fe should not be permitted to abandon its line because BN does not directly serve California or the Southwest. 

See-Kan, Chamber and KCC argue that abandonment will reduce rail service and require additional motor service, 
thereby increasing costs and reducing profits for farmers.  They believe that this abandonment will also lead to more 
unemployment. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In deciding whether to permit an abandonment, we must determine if the burden of continued operation on the rail-
road and on interstate commerce outweighs the burden that loss of service will impose upon shippers and local interests.  
Colorado v. United States, 271 U.S. 153 (1926). 

Santa Fe has presented evidence that it has lost hundreds of thousands of dollars from its operations over the line, 
and that continued operations will result in additional opportunity costs of more that $199,000. 

It is argued that revenues from overhead traffic that is interchanged at Pittsburg have not been [*9]  considered.  
Overhead traffic may be rerouted through managerial discretion.  Santa Fe can reroute this traffic.  The application con-
tains no reference to the cost or revenue of overhead traffic.  The evidence reflects only revenues and costs attributable 
to this line.  Therefore, there is no harm to the protestants of only considering costs and revenues generated by this line. 

BCS argues that we should consider the impact of the merger of Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific Transportation 
Company (SP) on this abandonment.  Santa Fe and SP are not merged today.  SP is held in an independent voting trust 
and is vigorously competing with the Santa Fe.  The question of whether Santa Fe and SP should merge is pending be-
fore the Commission in Finance Docket No. 30400.  Moreover, the regulations only require a system-wide analysis of 
an abandonment's import where railroads are commonly controlled.  49 C.F.R. 1152.22(d)(5).  Since Santa Fe and SP 
are not under common control or part of the same system, this regulation does not apply.  For all of these reasons, we 
need not consider the impact of the proposed merger of Santa Fe and SP in calculating Santa Fe's revenues. 

BCS also question Santa [*10]  Fe's freight car costs, and PAC alleges that it shipped 15 cars of oil and five cars of 
soybeans in 1985 compared to the eight cars that Santa Fe says it shipped.  There is no indication that Santa Fe did not 
comply with the regulations, or otherwise erred in calculating its freight car costs.  Even if the freight car costs are not 
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considered, this line would still lose a significant amount of money.  The following table shows the avoidable loss, 
freight car costs, and the avoidable loss excluding freight car costs (ALEFCC)  
 1983 1984 Base Year 
Avoidable Loss $279,853 $313,671 $364,920 
Freight Car Cost 53,710 52,692 36,788 
ALEFCC $226,143 $260,979 $328,132 

Santa Fe's application covers only the first six months of 1985.  For that period, Santa Fe says that it shipped eight 
cars of soybean oil outbound for PAC.  PAC filed its protest on December 13, 1985.  While PAC agreed with the num-
ber of cars Santa Fe shipped for it in 1983 and 1984, PAC disagrees with the number shipped "in 1985." It appears that 
the discrepancy has occurred because of a timing difference.  PAC does not charge that Santa Fe's estimates for the first 
six months of 1985 are wrong, it only [*11]  says that the number of cars shipped for the first 11 1/3 months of 1985 
differs from the number shipped in the first six months.  We are not persuaded by PAC's manipulation of carload counts 
(without giving us a frame of reference) that Santa Fe has been anything but forthright in its statement of cars shipped. 

BCS argues that we should increase Santa Fe's revenues by the lease payments it has received from elevators on the 
line.  We will accept BCS's argument, and increase Santa Fe's revenues (thereby decreasing its avoidable losses) on the 
line by the amount of lease payments in the record.  Only S&S has submitted its annual leave payment of $435.  There-
fore, we will restate Santa Fe's revenues attributable and avoidable losses to amount for this $435 in increase revenue. 

BCS also argues that an allowance for absorbed switching, overcharge claims, corrections, etc., should not have 
been deducted from revenues attributable.  We agree with BCS and will restate revenues attributable and avoidable 
losses. 

BCS also questions why Santa Fe did not include any switching or demurrage revenue.  However, BCS supplied us 
with no indication that Santa Fe received any switching or demurrage [*12]  revenue from the line.  We will not adjust 
Santa Fe's evidence based on mere speculation.  The same is true for the transit revenues that BCS alleges Santa Fe did 
not include.  Indeed, Santa Fe's application could not have accounted for BCS's traffic since it only covered the time 
period up to June 30, 1985, and BCS did not open its Erie elevator until "just ahead of the Fall harvest," (affidavit of 
Eugene C. Beachner page 2).  BCS, like PAC, is asking us improperly to compare calculation for different time periods 
and conclude that Santa Fe is in error.  In any event, we cannot conceive nor is it argued that these additional revenues 
would eliminate or ameliorate to any substantial degree Santa Fe's massive losses. 

The following table restates Santa Fe's revenues attributable and avoidable losses, taking into account added leave 
income and reduced charges.  We reiterate that even with these adjustments (and even if we were to give no weight to 
freight car costs), Santa Fe has incurred considerable avoidable losses.  
 1983 1984 Base Year 
Revenues attributable $733,220 $645,403 $478,598 
Lease payments 435 435 435 
Allowances 21,974 22,992 14,904 
Restated revenues 755,629 668,830 493,937 
Avoidable costs 1,012,803 959,024 843,518 
Restated avoidable       
losses $257,174 $290,244 $349,581 
 [*13]  

Also, continued operation would require Santa Fe to incur maintenance and rehabilitation costs.  The increased an-
nual revenues projected of $316,800 by BCS are highly speculative at best.  They are based on assumptions about the 
number of harvests, the types of cars available, the rate, and the destination for the traffic.  This last assumption is the 
weakest of all, since BCS ships its traffic from Erie to Fredonia today, not to the Gulf.  Furthermore, in order for Santa 
Fe to obtain revenues of $316,800, it would have to incur substantial costs.  Even minimal costs would not turn Santa 
Fe's losses into profits, and on this line we do not see the costs being minimal. 

Because of its past losses, continuing opportunity costs, and future rehabilitation and maintenance costs, we con-
clude that continued operation will be a burden on Santa Fe.  Since we have concluded that there is a burden, we now 
turn to the harm to the shippers and communities.  In making this analysis we will address the issues raised by 
protestants. 
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We will give no weight to protestants' argument that Santa Fe chose the time periods reflected in its application be-
cause of poor harvests.  The time periods that Santa [*14]  Fe addressed are those required by our regulation. 49 C.F.R. 
1152.22(d).  Further, while we are sympathetic to protestants' concerns, they have offered no evidence we can rely on to 
reach a conclusion that Santa Fe will not experience similar losses in the future. 

The most difficult issue is whether there is alternate transportation available to the shippers at Brazilton, S&S and 
HMC.  Both have used motor service in the past and appear to be able to do so in the future.  Indeed, U.S. Highway 69 
is within 20 miles of Brazilton, and is a direct route to Kansas City.  In addition, alternate rail service is less than 10 
highway miles away. 

It is possible that these rail users may be temporarily, or even permanently, inconvenienced by this abandonment 
and may find that alternate means of transportation are more expensive.  Increased costs or inconvenience that shippers 
may incur as a result of abandonment do not outweight the detriment to the public interest of continued uneconomic 
operations by a rail carrier. Chicago & North Western Transp. Co. Abandonment, 354 I.C.C. 1, 7 (1977). 

This analysis also applies to Derailed Commodities' argument about the closed piggyback facilities [*15]  at Pitts-
burg and Chanute.  It is still receiving service from the unloading facility at Joplin, MO.  Further, this change in service 
does not relate to the abandonment, especially as there are no grounds on which to conclude that closing piggyback fa-
cilities was in any way designed to justify abandonment. 

All of the other shippers have alternate rail service available, in addition to truck service.  BCS has MKT service 
available, PAC has BN service, and Broadview and SLHC have MP and KCS service.  Indeed, Santa Fe has been serv-
ing Broadivew and SLHC from trackage rights over MCS and the KCS will remain available to provide service. 

Finally, while retention of Santa Fe's service might enhance prospects for economic development in the area, the 
record does not indicate that such prospects can reasonably be relied upon.  Moreover, adequate alternative transporta-
tion service is available from railroads and trucks to mitigate adverse economic impacts. 

On balance, we conclude that any inconvenience to the shippers and the affected communities is outweighed by the 
burden that continued operations pose for Santa Fe and interstate commerce. 

LABOR PROTECTIVE CONDITIONS 

The employee protective [*16]  conditions in Oregon Short Line R. Co. - Abandonment - Goshen, 360 I.C.C. 91 
(1979) have been found to satisfy the statutory requirements of 49 U.S.C. 10903(b)(2), and will be imposed in their 
standard form. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

The Commission's Section of Energy and Environment (SEE) assessed the environmental and energy impacts of 
the proposed action and concluded that they will not be significant.  Areas of consideration included, but were not lim-
ited to, energy consumption, air and water quality, noise levels, and public safety.  It has been determined that the right-
of-way would not be suitable for alternative public use following abandonment. 

HISTORIC RESOURCE COMPLIANCE 

According to SEE, applicant has not contacted the State Historic Preservation Officer of Kansas (SHPO) concern-
ing potentially eligible sites or structures on the line, including one structure over 50 years old, that may be eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.  We will therefore require Santa Fe not only to keep that structure 
intact, but also any other potentially eligible sites or structures pending SHPO determination of National Register eligi-
bility.  If the SHPO determines [*17]  that any site or structure is eligible for inclusion on the National Register, Santa 
Fe shall, in consultation with the SHPO, take appropriate steps to document the structure or site if it will be demolished 
or substantially altered. 

Therefore, we find: 

1.  Abandonment and discontinuance over the described line will not result in serious adverse impact on the rural 
and community development of Neosho and Crawford Counties, KS. 

2.  The property is not suitable for other public purpose. 

3.  This action will not significantly affect either the quality of the human environment or energy conservation. 
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It is certified.  The present and future public convenience and necessity permit the abandonment and discontinuance 
of service by The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company of the above described line of railroad, subject to 
the conditions for the protection of employees in Oregon Short Line R. Co. - Abandonment - Goshen, 360 I.C.C. 91 
(1979), and subject to the historic use condition described above. 

It is ordered: 

1.  Our findings will be published in the Federal Register concurrently with the service of this decision.  If any per-
son or government entity is considering an  [*18]  offer of financial assistance or an offer to purchase the line to enable 
rail service to be continued, it must tender the offer to the carrier within 10 days following publication.  The offer must 
be filed concurrently with the Commission, and the offeror must also comply with 49 C.F.R. 1152.27 and 49 U.S.C. 
10905. 

2.  All correspondence to the Commission with respect to offers of financial assistance for the continued operation 
or acquisition of this line must contain an appropriate reference to this proceeding, and the following notation must be 
typed in bold face on the lower left-hand corner of the envelope containing such correspondence: "Rail Section, AB-
OFA." 

3.  Subject to the conditions set forth above and provided no offer for continued rail operations is received, actual 
abandonment and discontinuance of service may be made by applicant after the effective date of this certificate and de-
cision. 

4.  If abandonment and discontinuance of service is effected, tariffs applicable to this line may be canceled on not 
less than 10 days' notice to this Commission.  When filing schedules canceling tariffs applicable to the line, applicant 
must refer to this certificate and decision [*19]  by date and docket number. 

5.  The motion to reject the application is denied. 

6.  This certificate and decision will be effective 30 days from the date served. 
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MAP$21'and'Other'Funding'Opportunities'

'

'

Source' Program' Description' Eligible'Project'Types' Requirements' Administration'
Federal'$'
MAP$21'

National'
Highway'
Performance'
Program'
(NHPP)'

The' NHPP' provides' support' for' the'
condition'and'performance'of' the'National'
Highway'System'(NHS),'for'the'construction'
of'new'facilities'on'the'NHS,'and'to'ensure'
that' investments' of' federal$aid' funds' in'
highway' construction' are' directed' to'
support' progress' toward' the' achievement'
of' performance' targets' established' in' a'
state's' assessment' management' plan' for'
the'NHS.'

• Bicycle' transportation' and'
pedestrian'walkways'

NHPP' projects' must' be' on' an'
eligible' facility' and' support'
progress'toward'achievement'of'
national' performance' goals' for'
improving' infrastructure'
condition,' safety,' mobility,' or'
freight' movement' on' the' NHS,'
and' be' consistent' with'
metropolitan' and' statewide'
planning'requirements.'
'
Funding:' Generally,' 80%'
Federal/20%'matching'

In'general,'
obligated'
through'
competitive'local'
or'statewide'
grant'programs'

Federal'$'
MAP$21'

Surface'
Transportation'
Program'(STP)'

The' Surface' Transportation' Program' (STP)'
provides' flexible' funding' that'may'be'used'
by' states' and' localities' for' projects' to'
preserve' and' improve' the' conditions' and'
performance' on' any' federal$aid' highway,'
bridge' and' tunnel' projects' on' any' public'
road,'pedestrian'and'bicycle' infrastructure,'
and' transit' capital' projects;' including'
intercity'bus'terminals.'

• Recreational'trails'projects'
• Bicycle' transportation' and'

pedestrian'walkways'
• Most' transportation'

enhancement' eligibilities' (see'
below)'

Projects' must' be' identified' in'
the' STIP/TIP' and' they' must' be'
consistent' with' the' Long$Range'
Statewide' Transportation' Plan'
and' the' Metropolitan'
Transportation'Plan.'
'
Funding:' Generally,' 80%'
Federal/20%'matching'

In'general,'
obligated'
through'
competitive'local'
or'statewide'
grant'programs'

Federal'$'
MAP$21'

Federal'Lands'
Program'(FLP)'$'
Access%and%
Transportation%
Programs'

The' Federal' Lands' Program' (FLP)' funds'
projects' that' improve' access' to' or'
transportation' within' the' federal' estate'
(e.g.,' national' forests,' national' parks,'
national' wildlife' refuges,' national'
recreation' areas,' and' other' federal' public'
lands).'

• Program'administration,'
transportation'planning,'
research,'preventive'
maintenance,'engineering,'
rehabilitation,'restoration,'
construction,'and'reconstruction'
of'federal'lands'transportation'
facilities,'and'provision'for'
pedestrians'and'bicycles.'

Project'must'be'within,'adjacent'
to,' or' provide' access' to' federal'
lands.'
'
Funding:'100%'Federal'

In'general,'
projects'are'
selected'by'
Federal'Land'
Management'
Agency'or'
statewide'
committee'

Federal'$'
MAP$21'

Highway'Safety'
Improvement'
Program'(HSIP)'

The'Highway'Safety' Improvement'Program'
(HSIP)' is' a' Federal'Highway'Administration'
(FHWA)'program'that'funds'highway'safety'
projects' aimed' at' reducing' highway'
fatalities'and'serious'injuries.'

• Bike' lanes,' bike' parking,'
crosswalks,'and'signage'

Bicycle' safety'must' be' included'
in' State's' Strategic' Highway'
Safety'Plan'(SHSP).'
'
Funding:' 90%' Federal/10%'
matching'

In'general,'
obligated'
through'
competitive'local'
or'statewide'
grant'programs'



MAP$21'and'Other'Funding'Opportunities'

'

'

Source' Program' Description' Eligible'Project'Types' Requirements' Administration'
Federal'$'
MAP$21'

Transportation'
Alternatives'
Program'(TAP)'
$'Includes%
Recreational%
Trails%Program%
and%Safe%
Routes%to%
School%set9
asides'

MAP$21' establishes' a' new' program' to'
provide' for' a' variety' of' alternative'
transportation' projects.' The' TAP' replaces'
the' funding' from' pre$MAP$21' programs;'
including' Transportation' Enhancements,'
Recreational' Trails,' Safe' Routes' to' School,'
and'several'other'discretionary'programs.'

• Construction,' planning,' and'
design' of' on$road' and' off$road'
trail' facilities' for' pedestrians,'
bicyclists,' and' other' non$
motorized' forms' of'
transportation'

• Infrastructure$related' projects'
and' systems' that' will' provide'
safe' routes' for' non$drivers;'
including' children,' older' adults,'
and' individuals'with' disabilities,'
so'they'may'access'daily'needs.'

• Conversion' and' use' of'
abandoned'railroad'corridors'for'
trails' for' pedestrians,' bicyclists,'
or' other' non$motorized'
transportation'users.'

• Recreational'Trails'Program'
• Safe'Routes'to'School'program'

Funding:' Generally,' 80%'
Federal/20%'matching'

In'general,'
obligated'
through'
competitive'local'
or'statewide'
grant'programs'

Federal' Federal'
Highway'Safety'
(Section'402)'
Grant'Program'

Highway' Safety' Funds' are' used' to' support'
state' and' community' programs' to' reduce'
deaths'and'injuries'on'the'highways.'

• Conducting'data'analyses,'
developing'safety'education'
programs,'and'conducting'
community$wide'pedestrian'
safety'campaigns.'Funds'can'
also'be'used'for'some'limited'
safety$related'engineering'
projects.'

' Program'
administered'
through'the'
Governor's'
Office'of'
Highway'Safety'

Federal' Community'
Development'
Block'Grants'
(CDBG)'

The' Community' Development' Block' Grant'
(CDBG)' program' is' a' flexible' program' that'
provides' communities' with' resources' to'
address'a'wide'range'of'unique'community'
development'means.'

• Public' facilities' and'
improvements' (road' and' street'
improvements)'

• Planning' and' capacity' building'
(transportation'plans)'

' Submit'an'
annual'regional'
account'
application'to'
local'
Metropolitan'
Planning'
Organization'or'
Council'of'
Governments'
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'

'

Source' Program' Description' Eligible'Project'Types' Requirements' Administration'
Federal' Land'and'

Water'
Conservation'
Fund'(LWCF)'

The' Land' and' Water' Conservation' Act'
established'a'grant'fund'to'assist'state'and'
federal' agencies' in' meeting' present' and'
future' outdoor' recreation' needs.' The' Act:'
1)' provides' funds' for' land' acquisition' for'
recreation'on'federal'fish'and'wildlife'areas,'
national' parks,' national' forests,' recreation'
areas,' and' for' the' operation/development'
of'national'parks;'and'2.'authorizes'federal'
assistance' to' states' for' planning,'
acquisition,' and' development' of' outdoor'
recreation' facilities' through' a' grants'
program.' In' turn,' the' states' may' transfer'
the' funds' to' local' political' subdivisions' to'
acquire'land'or'develop'outdoor'recreation'
facilities.'

Qualifying' projects' include'
development' and/or' acquisition' of'
outdoor' facilities' for' the'purpose'of'
public' recreation.' Eligible' projects'
will' include' all' required'
documentation,' and' meet' needs'
identified' in' the' 2015% Kansas%
Statewide% Comprehensive% Outdoor%
Recreation% Plan' (SCORP):'
http://kdwpt.state.ks.us/KDWPT$
Info/Grants'

The' Land' and' Water'
Conservation' Fund' provides' 50'
percent' reimbursement' to'
selected' outdoor' recreation'
projects' that' are' sponsored' by'
political' subdivisions' and' other'
appropriate'public'agencies.'

In'general,'
obligated'
through'
competitive'local'
and'statewide'
grant'programs'
administered'by'
the'Kansas'
Department'of'
Wildlife,'Parks'
and'Tourism'
(KDWPT).'

Federal' National'Park'
Service'(NPS)'
Rivers,'Trails,'
and'
Conservation'
Assistance'
(RTCA)'
Program'

The' Rivers,' Trails,' and' Conservation'
Assistance' Program'provides'NPS' technical'
assistance' with' projects' having' specific'
goals' and' results' for' conservation' and'
recreation'expected'in'the'near'future.'

• Defining'project'vision'and'goals'
• Identifying' and' analyzing' issues'

and'opportunities'
• Assessing'and'engaging'partners'

and'stakeholders'
• Inventory' and' mapping' of'

community'resources'
• Priority' setting,' consensus'

building,' and' funding' source'
identification'

• Organizational'development'
• Designing' community' outreach'

and'participation'strategies'
• Trail,' park,' open' space,'

greenway,' waterway' planning;'
including' option' analysis,' safety'
issue' review,' and' engaging'
partners' to' create' outdoor' and'
conservation' recreation'
programs.'

RTCA' applications' are'
competitively' evaluated' based'
on' the' following' criteria:' 1)'
Project' has' specific' goals' and'
results' for' conservation' and'
recreation' expected' in' the' near'
future;' 2)' Roles' and'
contributions'of'project'partners'
are' substantive' and' well$
defined;' 3)' Evidence' of' broad'
community' support' for' the'
project;'4)'The'NPS’'role'is'clear'
and' supports' NPS’'mission;' and'
5)' The' project' advances' one' or'
more' key' NPS' strategic'
objectives.'

In'general,'
obligated'
through'
competitive'
regional'NPS'
Rivers,'Trails,'
and'
Conservation'
Assistance'
program'offices.'
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'

'

Source' Program' Description' Eligible'Project'Types' Requirements' Administration'
State' Kansas'

Department'of'
Transportation'
(KDOT)''
School'Zone'
Program'

Funding'provided'by'the'State'of'Kansas'as'
a' $400,000' set$aside' of' safety' monies' to'
improve' school' zones' in' towns' with' a'
population' of' fewer' than' 20,000' people.''
(Per' a' call' with' Brian' Gower,' Kansas' State'
Traffic' Engineer' on' 4/27/15;' although,'
Pittsburg' has' just' over' 20,000' people,' the'
City' would' be' eligible' for' School' Zone'
Program'funding.'Mr.'Gower' is'available'at'
(785)' 296$1181' or' by' email' at'
gower@ksdot.org.)'

The' improvements' to' school' zones'
that'are'provided'include:'pavement'
striping,' school' zone' signage,' and'
reduced'speed'assemblies.'

Funds' may' be' requested' either'
by' local' and' regional' engineers'
noting' areas' of' need,' or' and'
schools' and' communities'
making' funding' requests' from'
KDOT.' KDOT' will' assist' rural'
communities' making' requests'
for' this' funding' on' a' case$by$
case'basis.'

Obligated'
through'KDOT,'
which'
provides/installs'
the'needed'
improvements.'

Local' Special'
Districts:'
Community'
Facilities'
District'(CFD),'
Improvement'
Districts'

Special' District' created' for' the' purpose' of'
financing' the' acquisition,' construction,'
operation,' and' maintenance' of' public'
infrastructure'improve.'

' Acceptance'by' the'owners'of'at'
least' 25%' of' the' land' area'
proposed' to' be' included' in' the'
district.'

'

Local' Development'
Stipulations'

Development' requirements' are' typically'
placed'on'proposed'projects'at'the'time'of'
entitlement' approval' to' help' develop'
necessary'public'facilities.'

' Project'developer'must'agree'to'
proposed' stipulations' prior' to'
entitlement'approval.'

'

Local' Development'
Impact'Fees'

An'"impact'fee"' is'a'fee'that' is'determined'
by' a' municipality,' and' is' placed' on' a'
proposed' project' to' help' cover' the'
additional' costs' associated' with' upgrading'
affected' public' facilities' resulting' from' the'
construction.'

' ' '

Local' Sales'Tax' Funds' from' a' portion' of' the'municipality's'
sales'tax'

• Pedestrian' facilities' and'
programs'

' '

Local' General'
Obligation'
Bonds'

Bonds' are' a' common' mechanism' that'
counties' use' to' borrow' money' for'
transportation' projects.' ' Most' general'
obligation'pledges'at' the' local'government'
level'include'a'pledge'to'levy'a'property'tax'
to'meet'debt'service'requirements'

' ' '
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'

Source' Program' Description' Eligible'Project'Types' Requirements' Administration'
Local' Special'

Districts:'
Community'
Facilities'
District'(CFD),'
Improvement'
Districts'

Special' District' created' for' the' purpose' of'
financing' the' acquisition,' construction,'
operation,' and' maintenance' of' public'
infrastructure'improve.'

' Acceptance'by' the'owners'of'at'
least' 25%' of' the' land' area'
proposed' to' be' included' in' the'
district.'

'

Non$profit' International'
Mountain'
Bicycling'
Association'

Grants' fund' projects' that' maintain' and'
improve' the' sustainability' of' local' trails,'
preserve' the' environment' and' enhance'
conservation' in' the' mountain' bicycling'
community.' Applicants' should' have' an'
IMBA'Teaming'For'Trails'microsite'webpage'
set'up.'Submit'applications'via'IMBA's'2015'
Small'Grants'Application'Form.'

• Pump' track,' bike' parks,' flow'
trails,'and'gravity'trails'

• Mountain' bike' trail' restoration'
and'preservation'projects'

• Projects' that' promote'
environmental' education' and'
inspire' conservation' in' the'
mountain'biking'community'

' '

Non$profit' PeopleForBikes'
Community'
Grant'Program'

The'PeopleForBikes'(PFB)'Community'Grant'
Program' provides' funding' for' important'
and' influential' projects' that' leverage'
federal' funding' and' build' momentum' for'
bicycling'in'communities'across'the'U.S.'
'
PFB' generally' holds' 1$2' open' grant' cycles'
every' year,' and' the' Community' Grant'
Program'application'has'two'parts:'
1.' Letter' of' Interest:' Applicants' submit' an'
online' letter' of' interest' through' PFB’s'
website.' LOIs' must' include' applicant'
information,' contact' person,' and' project'
overview.'
2.' Full' Application:' PFB' will' request' a' full'
project' application' from' a' short' list' of'
qualified' applicants.' Invited' organizations'
will'receive'access'to'the'online'application.'

• Includes' bike' paths,' lanes,'
bridges,' rail' trails,' as' well' as'
mountain' bike' trails/facilities,'
bike' parks,' pump' tracks,' and'
BMX'facilities'

• End$of$trip'facilities'such'as'bike'
racks,' bike' parking,' and' bike'
storage'

• Large$scale' bicycle' advocacy'
initiatives;' e.g.,' Ciclovías' or'
Open'Streets'Days'

• Initiatives' designed' to' increase'
ridership' or' the' investment' in'
bicycle'infrastructure'

PeopleForBikes'accepts'requests'
for' funding' of' up' to' $10,000,'
and' does' not' require' a' specific'
percentage' match.' ' However,'
leverage' and' funding'
partnerships' are' considered'
very'carefully.'Grant'requests' in'
which' the' funding' would'
amount' to' 50%' or'more' of' the'
project' budget' will' not' be'
considered.'

In'general,'
obligated'
through'
competitive'
grant'program.''

'

'



MAP$21'and'Other'Funding'Opportunities'

'

'

Source' Program' Description' Eligible'Project'Types' Requirements' Administration'
Non$profit' The'North'

Face®'Explore'
Fund™'

To' inspire' and' enable' the' next' generation'
of' explorers' by' funding' non$profit'
organizations' that' are' working' to' re$
connect'children'with'nature.'

• 501(c)(3)'organizations;'
agencies'seeking'this'
designation'or'that'have'a'
comparable'fiscal'sponsor.'

Grants' support' organizations'
that' encourage' youth' outdoor'
participation,' focusing' primarily'
on:' 1)' Connecting' children' to'
nature;' 2)' Increasing' front' and'
backcountry'recreational'access;'
and' 3)' Providing' experiential'
education' for' personal' and'
environmental'health.'

In'general,'
obligated'
through'
competitive'
grant'program.'

Non$profit' Surdna'
Foundation'$'
Sustainable'
Environments'
Transportation'
Networks'and'
Equitable'
Development'
Patterns'

Sustainable'Environments'grants:'1)'Seek'to'
overhaul' America’s' low' performing'
infrastructure'with'a'new'approach'that'will'
foster' healthier,' sustainable' &' just'
communities;'2)'Strengthen'and'expand'the'
use' of' transportation' project' performance'
standards' that' improve' transportation'
options,' increase' access' and' mobility,'
reduce' vehicle' miles' traveled' and'
greenhouse' gas' emissions,' and' advance'
climate' resilient' strategies;' 3)' Strengthen'
procurement'and'other'policies'so'that'the'
public' funds' spent' on' transportation' help'
create'quality'jobs'and'deliver'the'broadest'
possible' public' benefits' to' nearby'
communities;' 4)' Support' innovative'
revenue' models' to' build' out' sustainable'
transportation' networks' and' ensure' public'
benefits;' and' 5$Promote' regional'
transportation' and' land' use' practices' that'
integrate' light' rail,' transit,' and' urban$
suburban'connections.'

• 501(c)(3)' nonprofit'
organizations;'
government' agencies' are' not'
eligible'for'funding.'

• In' certain' cases,' government'
agencies' may' apply' through' a'
fiscal'sponsor.'The'fiscal'sponsor'
must'be'a'501(c)(3).'

• No' funding' to' individuals,'
capital' campaigns' or' building'
construction.'

A' Letter'of' Inquiry'must' initiate'
the' grant' application' process'
through' the' foundation’s'online'
application'form.''

In'general,'
obligated'
through'
competitive'
grant'program.'

'


